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FOREWORD
This document was prepared under Contract No. NAS2-7268, Study of Ballistic
Mode Mercury Orbiter Missions. Interplanetary trajectory characteristics are
assembled in handbook format for four specific mission opportunities correspond-
ing to launch in 1977, 1980, 1985 and 1988. Results of investigations of alternate
flight techniques applicable to the baseline cases and to other mission oppor-
tunities are also reported.
A final report for the study contract will be published in July 1973. This
latter document will include parametric analyses of Mercury orbit selection
considerations and a review of critical technology requirements. .
Credit is due Ms. Jill Strauss whose conscientious preparation of graphic
material contributed significantly to the quality of this handbook.
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I. INTRODUCTIONA DSUMMARY
I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
Advanced missions to the planet Mercury have been addressed in terms of
ballistic mode flight compatible with programmed launch vehicles and conventional
spacecraft propulsion technologies. Data are presented to validate the perform-
ance feasibility of this approach and provide a basis for planning an orderly
program of Mercury exploration.
Previous investig;_tions of the difficult Mc_:eury orbiter mission have indi-
cated that the ballistic mode would require a Saturn V class launch vehicle for
adequate performance to support a useful mission. As a consequence, most recent
effort has been oriented to use of Eolar Electric Propulsion as a solution for
the performance requirements.
More thorough analysis of the ballistic mode utilizing Venus gravity-assist
has resulted in identification of timely, high-performance mission opportunities
which are not dependent on extensive new developments. Characteristics of these
mission opportunities are assembled in this document.
The basic technique employed for the mission opportunity search is depicted
in Figure I-i. Idealized three-planet geometries corresponding to maximum
utilization of Venus gravity-assist potential were determined. A basic consider-
ation was the requirement to arrange for Mercury arrival to occur near Mercury
perib-lion. Moreover, arrival in proximity to the Venus-Mercury plane inter-
section is important to suppress the cross-plane component of encounter velocity.
Two geometries satisfying the foregoing considerations are illustrated in
Figure I-i. Of these, the Type I transfer case corresponds to a Venus position
at swingby substantially displaced from the Mercury orbit plane. From this
position, Venus gravity-assist cannot significantly remove the effects of the
angle between the Venus and Mercury orbit planes (about 4.3 deg.).
The Type II transfer geometry is predicated on the same spacecraft orbit
elements but with Venus closer to the Mercury orbit plane. From this position,
Venus swingby can produce near-tangential encounter with Mercury. Accordingly,
the s_arch for near-ideal alignments of Earth, Venus, and Mercury was limited
to the higher-potential Type II transfer geometry.
Four mission opportunities were identified in the time period following
the MVM'73 flyby, namely: 1977, 1980, 1985, and 1988 launch. Of these, the
latter three involve extra solar revolutions of the spacecraft to accommodate
planet phasing. Resultant flight durations and event sequences are displayed
in Figure 1-2. Corresponding allowable spacecraft weights are presented for a
EIDEALIZED TYPE II TRANSFER GEOMETRY
E
IDEALIZED TYPE I TRANSFER GEOMETRY
E: EARTH AT LAUNCH
V: VENUS AT SWINGBY
M: MERCURY AT ENCOUNTER
Q INTERSECTION OF VENUS AND MERCURY ORBIT PLANES
Figure I-I. Mercury Orbiter Transfer Geometries
consistent, conservative set of assumed conditions.
The Mercury orbiter mission opportunities depicted in Figure 1-2 comprised
the baseline for the study reported in this document. Trajectory character-
istics and constraints for each opportunity have been defined and are presented
in handbook format for use by mission analysts and spacecraft designers. Assess-
ment of navigation requirements are included to demonstrate feasibility. The
final report for this study contract will document parametric analyses of orbit
selection considerations and a review of critical technology requirements.
As an adjunct to the basic study, exploratory investigations of two
alternate flight techniques were conducted. These involved the use of midcourse
propulsive maneuversandmultipleVenus swingby. The impact of these options is
illustrated in Figure 1-3 in context with the baseline mission opportunities.
As shown, performance of the 1985 opportunity can be substantially improved by
use of modest midcourse velocity maneuvers. Also, two new high-performance
mission opportunities predicatedonmultiple Venus swingby have been identified
for 1983 and 1988 launch. The capabilities depicted for the alternate flight
techniques represent verified minimum potential without benefit of complete
optimization.
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Figure 1-3. Potential of Alternate Flight Techniques
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II. 1977MISSIONOPPORTUNITY
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II. 1977MISSIONOPPORTUNITY
A. Heliocentric Geometry
The flight profile for this 9 month mission is presented as an ecliptic
projection in Figure II-I. As shown, the basic Type II geometry for Earth-
Venus transfer is employed. The Venus gravity swingby deflects the trajectory
to produce Mercury encounter near Mercury perihelion and near the intersection
of the Venus and Mercury orbit planes. The post-Venus trajectory is also Type
II as predicted by the analytical determination of idealized transfer geometry.
Earth positions at the Venus swingby and Mercury encounter events are
indicated. The significance of these relative geometries to Earth tracking and
navigation requirements is discussed in subsection II.E.
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Figure ll-l° Heliocentric Geometry) 1977 Opportunity
B. Performance Parameters
Three-planet trajectory analyses were conducted for a range of Earth launch
dates encompassing the region of minimum approach velocity at Mercury. This
parameter is of paramount importance to performance of orbiter missions. Figure
11-2 presents the variation in arrival conditions for a series of fixed Mercury
encounter dates. Also shown is the minimum envelope to facilitate use of the
data.
Corresponding launch energy requirements are presented on Figure 11-3. No
attempt was made to minimize this parameter due to the over-riding significance
of Mercury approach velocity. Determination of best performance for a particular
launch vehicle and orbit insertion propulsion type does involve some second-order
tradeoffs between launch requirements and Mercury arrival conditions. Sufficient
data are provided to accommodate such optimizations. For convenience, launch
energy corresponding to minimum Mercury approach velocity for each Earth launch
date is indicated. Also, the maximum value of DLA (declination of the launch
asymptote) is noted for the range of Earth launch dates and lowest Mercury arrival
velocities.
Associated Venus swingby altitudes are shown on Figure 11-4. To facilitate
interpretation, conditions for minimum relative velocity at Mercury are super-
imposed. As shown, the entire region of high performance launch dates corre-
sponds to acceptable altitude clearance considering the extent of the Venus
atmosphere.
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C. Trajectory Data
Tabulated details for three representative trajectories from the 1977
opportunity are listed in Tables II-i through 11-3. The Earth launch dates
(6-12, 6-19, and 6-26) are approximately centered on the best performance 15-day
launch period. Venus swingby dates and Mercury encounter dates are selected to
provide ballistic trajectories with minimum Mercury arrival velocity for each
launch date. The print key which defines each listed parameter appears in
Section i of the Appendix.
i I /
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VHA -1.3916398E+01 -9.6_28788E-01
V SIC D -4.5100918E+00 -3. Gt87_7E+01
VHD -1.3479336E+01 3.7580764E÷00
RCA= 7633.6 8TH=197.6 B_T = -8714
RAA= 184.0 OECA= 4.8 SPA= 168.6 EPA= 14E.5
RAE= 37.4 DECE= -1,3 _AS= 15.2 DECS= -3,3
AH= 1657,7 EH= 5.60485 I= 161.8 NODE= 349,3 W=
A= 86930948.1 E= .456265 I= 5.1 NODE: 410.8 W=
THI= 142,5 THF= 346,9 DTH= 204.4 FLT TIM: 115,023
PERIHELION= 47267426,8 APHELION=126594469,3
16 1977 12, 25, 42.688
Z TOTAL
_._839376E÷06 1.G788678E+08
-9.9828_37E-91 3.5125115E+01
1.6927888E-C1 3.5263428E+01
1,16_5593E÷GO 1.3998818E+01
-1.3873Z33E÷O0 3.0554465E÷01
-3.8904294E-C1 1.3998821E+0t
B_R = -2767 HCA= 1583.6
CPA= 92,1 TYPE II
15_o3 TAU= 79,7
1,8 TURN= 20.6
J0=24_3579.041 VHP=
ECLIPTIC X
R FERCURY 3.6727230E+07
V MERCURY -*.0599272E+01
V S/C -_,3676646E÷01
#HP -3.0773741E÷00
RAA= 116.7 DECA= -11.4
RAE= 181.3 DECE= ,3
EQUATORIAL X
R MERCURY _.7084463_+07
V MERCURY -1.4798259E÷01
V SIC -1.*270Z86E÷_l
VHP 5,2797314E-01
RAA= 85.4 OECA= -17.9
MERCURY OP X
R PERCURY 4,7215117E+G7
V MERCURY t.697Z477E+CO
V SiC 4.1023152E+00
VHP Z.4050675E÷O0
RAA= 68.8 DECA= -17.9
E.977 MAR 11 1976 12,59_12.000
Y 7
3.0356169E+07 -8.2747030E+05
3.9761109E+01 6.9748410E+00
4°5869576E+01 5,596_22E÷00
6.1084666E+00 -1.3782988E÷00
SPA= 102.8 EPA= 65.2 CPA=
RJS=-140.4 DECS= 1.0
Y Z
7. 356e.335E_06 -3.7252903E-09
5.5307383E+C1 5.684 3_ 19E-11.
6. 1925274E+Gt -2,146E412E_'_O
6.617ecO9E+O0 -2° t_6E412E+O0
RAS=-171,1 DECS= ,O RAE= 150,9
Y Z
-E.4655897E÷C6 -3.725 2903E-09
5. 7227742E÷01 5.6843419E-1_
E. 3=.15 705E+01 -2. 1466412E+00
E. 1879630E÷C0 -2. 1466412E÷CC
RAS= 172,2 DECS = ,0 RAE= 1-_4,_
TOTAL
_.7655756E+07
5.7252905E÷61
6.3584500E+01
6.9773422E÷00
64.8
TOTAL
_.7655756E+07
5.7252905E+01
6.358450QE+01
6.9773422E+90
OECE= -4.8
TOTAL
4.7655756E+07
5.7252905E+01
6.358_50CE÷01
6.9773422E+00
OECE= -4.8
TABLE II-2 TRAJECTORY PRINTOUT, 6-19-77 lAUNCH
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JD=2443320.508 C3= _7°730 FLT TIN= 1;3.053 JUN 26 1977
ECLIPTIC X y Z
R EARTH 9.5323511E÷06 -1.5177398E+08 9,4122065E÷0 3
V EARTH Z.92_2923E+01 1. 7649147E+00 -Z.9089292E-0_
VEL S/C 2. 2827112E+01 4. 0162883E+C0 -1.2243015E÷DO
VHE -6._15810_E÷00 2.25137356÷00 -1.2240106E÷00
RAA=160°664 DECA=-lO.205 SEVHE=112.548
EQUATORIAL X Y Z
R EARTH 9.5323511E+06 -1. 392502_E÷08 -6. 03435176+07
V EARTH Z.9242923E÷_l 1.6193633E÷C0 7.7993168E-01
VEL SIC 2. Z8271126÷01 4.1718513E÷C0 5.35;,=,6 35E-01
VHE -6.4158104E÷00 2, 5524880E+00 -2.4_*48533E-01
RAA=158.30_ OECA= -2.028 RP= 6640_162.06 AP0=153558469.83
A=109981315,95 E= ,3962Z I= 3.042 NODE=Z73,661 N=189.834
1H1= 189.9 THE= _,70.8 OTH= 280.9 TYPE II
O, C, O.
TOTAL
1. 520721_.E+08
Z.9296134E+O 1
Z. 3210053E+01
6.90855_5E+00
TOTAL
1.5 20721_.E÷08
Z. 929613_.E+01
2. 3213:53E+01
6.9086545E÷00
J0=2443_63.553 VHA= 1_.061
ECLIPTIC X
R VENUS "1.0430688E+08
V VENUS 8.5275_096_00
V S/C A -5._3511806÷00
VHA -1.39626596+01
V S/C O -_,97194576+00
VHO -1.3499487E÷01
VHO= lh.061 NOV 16 1977 1_ 161,
Y Z
-2. 69473346+07 5.6235Z376+C6
-3._.06 31836+01 -9.745 1_1386-01
-3,.;9860696+01 _.,0697065 E-O 1
-9. 2288622E-01 1. 381.W8 106÷00
-3. 014975_E+01 -1.38074176÷C0
3. 913_2896÷00 -&, 06231286-01
RCA: 7282.5 8TH=199.5 B'_T" -8268 B_R - -2935
RAA= 183.8 OECA= 5*6 SPA= 169.0 EPA= 1;6.8 CPA= 92.9 TYPE II
RAE= 36.8 OECE= -1.3 RAS= 14.5 DECS= -3.0
AH= 16_3,1 EH= 5,43226 I= 159.7 NODE= 3_8.3 W= 153.0 TAU= 70,*
A= 8763T200.8 E= ._57095 I= 5.1 NODE= 410.2 W= 1.8 TURN= 21.2
THI= 1_2,3 THF= 348.9 DTH= 206.6 FLT TIN= 115.726
PERIHELION= 47252910.4 APHELION= 126821_91o 3
51,315
TOTAL
1.0787821E+08
3.51278_66÷01
3.5_80666÷01
1,406115_E+01
3, C_88141E+01
1,40611556+01
HCA= 123Z,5
JO=Z443579.Z79 VHP=
ECLIPTIC X
R HERCURY 3.58837046÷07
V MERCURY -_.1517450E÷01
V SIC -4._003_8E÷01
VHP -Z°88Z8973E+O0
RAA: 114.; DECA= -11.0
R_E= 181,8 OECE= oZ
E_UATORIAL X
R HERCURY 4.69692956+C!
V MERCURY -1.45767676+f_
V SIC -t.35823_ZE+:_I
VHP 9.94375096-01
RAA= 81.6 DECA= -17.;
HERCURY OP X
R PERCURY 4.72377346÷07
V HERCURY 5.0284601E-01
V S/C 3.2251819E+00
VHP 2.72233596÷00
RAA= 66._ OECA= -17,_
7°114 MAR 11 1978 18_41_35.999
Y Z
3. 116_07;E+_7 -6.83976926+_5
3. 898 31376+01 6.99395156÷00
4°5343871E+01 5.639l_3686+C 0
6. 36073._5E+00 -1.. 35_ 91466÷ 00
SPA= 106,_. EPA= 67,9 CPA=
RAS=-139.0 DECS= . 8
TOTAL
_.7532829E+07
5.73785596+01
6.3r'/'12293E+01
7.11377776+C0
6_.1
Y Z
7. 2976169E+06 -7.45058 C6E-G9
5._96098E÷01 2.8_.21709E-1_
6. 221135_E÷01 -Z. 126_913E÷00
6,715 25596+G0 -2. 1265913E÷00
RAS=-171.2 OECS= .0 RAE= 149,9
Y Z
-5. 28832016÷06 -1.11758716- 08
5.73763556+01 Z.8_217096-1_
6. 3595_636+01 -2. 126_9136+00
6.2187081E+00 -2,126_913_+00
RAS= 173,6 CF_CS= .0 RAE= 13_.7
TOTAL
_.75_2829E+07
5.737855_E+01
6. 37122936÷; 1
7. 1137777E+C 0
DECE= "*.8
TOTAL
4.7_ 328296+07
5.73785596+01
6._r_122936+01
7.113777_E_00
DECE= -_.8
TABLE II-3 TRAJECTORY PRINTOUT, 6-26-77 LAUNCH
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D. Flight Characteristics
Time histories of four parameters; Earth-Spacecraft range, Sun-Spacecraft
range, Sun-Earth-Spacecraft angle, and Spacecraft equatorial declination are pre-
sented in Figure 11-5. These plots are based on the second reference trajectory
(Table 11-2) for this opportunity. Three of these parameters have significant
impact on the navigation analysis. The Earth-Spacecraft range during the pre-
Venus tracking arc is over 200 million kilometers. The S/C equatorial declin-
ation during the pre-Venus tracking arc ranges from ÷5 to -i0 degrees. Finally,
the small Sun-Earth-Spacecraft angle just before Mercury encounter implies that
the last midcourse maneuver must be executed 30 days before encounter rather
than the standard 3 days before encounter.
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E. Navigation Requirements
Four midcourse maneuversare required for this opportunity. A navigation
analysis of the second reference trajectory (Table 11-2) indicates total
corrective _V requirements of 226.5 m/s (Table 11-4). The navigation and orbit
determination assumptions on which this analysis is based are discussed in
Section VI. Geometries of the two critical tracking phases are indicated in the
heliocentric profile presented in Figure 11-6.
TABLE11-4
1977 MANEUVERSCHEDULEANDSTATISTICALDESCRIPTION
MANEUVERTIME MEAN_V SIGMA _V MEANPLUS
THREESIGMA
(days) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s)
E+I0 6.90 4.57 20.6
V-3 3.94 2.76 12.2
V+2 62.15 41.40 186.4
M-30 2.26 1.68 7.3
TOTAL 226.5
A maneuver is required i0 days after launch to remove injection errors.
The small but critical second maneuver is required three days before Venus
encounter. Large out-of-ecliptic, Z, knowledge errors at the time of this
maneuver result from the large Earth-Spacecraft range and zero equatorial decli-
nation during the pre-maneuver tracking arc. Pre-Venus errors are amplified
drastically by the gravity-assist. Consequently, the mean plus three sigma _V
requirement for the post-Venus maneuver (V+2) is 186 m/s. Finally, a small
maneuver thirty days before Mercury encounter shapes the approach trajectory.
Solar interference of the doppler signal between M-30 and M-3 prohibits later
execution of the maneuver as shown by Figure 11-6. Resulting Mercury B-plane
dispersions are dominated on the R-axis by a 60 km ephemeris error and along
the T-axis by the mapping of pre-maneuver knowledge errors through a 30-day arc.
These effects are discussed further in Section VI. Applying the Lee-Boain
analytical technique to the _V covariance at V+2 indicates a cumulative proba-
bility of .99 for 170 m/s and .999 for 212 m/s.
Dispersions at Venus closest approach are not a problem for this mission
because the nominal swingby altitude is about 1600 km.
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III. 1980 MISSIONOPPORTUNITY
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III. 1980MISSIONOPPORTUNITY
A. Heliocentric Geometry
The 1980 flight profile involves the samebasic Type II geometry as the
1977 opportunity. However, extra solar revolutions of the spacecraft are
required to accommodateplanet phasing. As shownon Figure III-I, one complete
phasing orbit is utilized for Earth-Venus transfer and a second phasing orbit
is employed for the Venus-Mercury trajectory.
A result of the 22 month flight duration is reflected in the Earth
positions at the Venus swingby and Mercury encounter times. Subsection III.E
and Section VI relate these modified geometries to Earth tracking and navigation
requirements •
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B. Performance Parameters
Planetary geometries for the 1980 mission opportunity are near ideal for
utilization of Venus gravity-assist potential. As a result, performance is con-
siderably better than for the similar 1977 opportunity. A second result of the
high utilization of Venus is reflected in the low Venus swingby altitudes corres-
ponding to best performance. In contrast to the 1977 opportunity, it is neces-
sary to limit Venus altitude and optimize performance within the constraints.
Figure 111-2 presents the 1980 performance parameters for representative
Mercury arrival dates. As shown, best values of Mercury approach velocity are
limited by Venus altitude. Also, the variation with Earth launch date shows
pronounced asymmetry with or without Venus altitude constraints. The reasons
for this behavior are involved with the conditions at Venus swingby which are
discussed in Section 2 of the Appendix.
Due to the interactions with Venus altitude, and the small range of Mercury
arrival dates corresponding to best Mercury arrival conditions, data were gen-
erated for the special case of minimum relative velocity at Mercury. Perform-
ance parameters are presented on Figure 111-3 for optimized Mercury arrival
dates in the range of April 13.7 to 15. Three criteria for the Venus altitude
constraint are shown for unpowered Venus swingby, i.e., no velocity maneuver at
Venus. Subsection IIIE and Section VI discuss the implications of navigation
requirements on the selection of safe Venus swingby altitude. The altitudes
shown on Figure 111-3 are sufficient to cover the probable range of a final
determination of Venus swingby constraints.
The effects of Venus altitude limits on performance are not large. As
shown by the Figure, higher minimum altitudes increase relative velocity at
Mercury somewhat but this effect is partially compensated by corresponding
reduction of launch energy requirements.
Also shown on Figure 111-3 are the improvements in Mercury approach veloc-
ity which can be produced with modest velocity maneuvers near Venus. If these
maneuvers are applied at Venus departure in conjunction with the post-Venus
statistical navigation midcourse corrections, the net cost of the maneuvers are
considerably less than the nominal maneuver magnitude. This effect is further
discussed in Subsection III.E and Section VI.
The basic reasons for the improvements resulting from velocity maneuvers at
Venus are discussed in Appendix 2 in context with the Venus swingby conditions.
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C. Trajectory Data
Tabulated details for three unpoweredVenus swingby trajectories for the
1980 opportunity are listed in Tables III-i through 111-3. The Earth launch
dates (6-17, 6-24, and 7-1) are approximately centered on the best performance
15 day ballistic launch period. The corresponding Mercury encounter dates are
selected to provide minimum Mercury arrival velocity. The print key which
defines each listed parameter appears in Section I of the Appendix.
30
ECLIPTIC X
R EARTH -1.273_8522+0T
V EARTH Z.91967_9E+01
VEL SIC 2.3_76172+01
VHE -5.7492829E+00
RAA=188.179 0ECA:-12.588
EQUATORIAL X
R EARTH -1. 273_8522+07
V EARTH 2.91967_92+01
VEL S/C Z.3_761TE+01
VHE -5.7_92829E÷90
C3: 35._19
Y
-1.51;5613E+08
-2.5980599E+00
-3.42376_1E+00
-8.2634992E-01
SEVHE= 77.333
Y
-1.38960;2E+08
-2.3836299E+00
-2.6252039E+00
-2ok217f15E-01
FLT TIH= k05.685 JUN 17 1980
Z
1.0561826E+0_
-2.05855_2E-05
-1.2970858E÷0C
-1,2970k3_E+O0
Z
-6.027 8268E+ 07
-9.4,7136 882-01
-2._82633;E÷00
-1.5357338E+00
RAA=182.412 DECA=-14.9_3 RP: 718_0286.52 AP0=152500671.34
A=t12170678.93 E: .3595_ I= 3.139 N00E=265.266 N=173.659
TH1 = 173.7 TH2: 465.3 DTH: 291.6 TYPE IV I
Ot O, O.
TOTAL
1. 5199058E+08
2. 931211_E÷01
2.3731737E+01
5.95 1W22_E+_ 0
TOTAL
1.5199058E+08
2.931211_E+01
2.3731737E+01
5.9514225E+00
J0:2_813.185 VHA: 12.693 VHO: 12.693
ECLIPTIC
R VENUS
V VENUS
V S/C A
VHA
V S/C O
VHO
RCA=
X
-t.0317236E+08
9.8790370E÷00
-2.6215273E÷00
-1,250056_E+01
-2.1606095E+00
-1,20396_6E+01
630_.2 8TH:194.0
JUL 27 1981 16, 26. 23.575
Y
-3.1123k89E+07
-3.368_88;E+01
-3.563_3252+01
-1.9_9_;13E+00
-2.97003_;E+01
3°98_5399E+00
8_T = -783_
Z
5._9828;9E+06
-1.04727272÷00
-1.799_5;0E-02
1.02927722+00
-1.57300_7E+00
-5.257319_E-01
B_R: -19_6
TOTAL
1. 0790_77E+08
3.5119276E+01
3. 57306292÷01
1. 2693W_7E+01
Z. 9820 3_6E+01
1. 2692755E+01
HCA= 2_.2
RAA: 188o9 DECA= ;.7 SPA= 171.9 EPA= 1;k.1 CPA= 93.2 TYPE IV I
RAE= 333.1 OECE= -1.Y RAS= 16,8 DECS= -2.9
AH= 2016.2 EH: _.1267_ I= 165.3 NODE= 350.8 W= 1_?.3 TAU: 76.0
A= 8_5Q0389.2 E= ._38551 I= 5.2 NODE: _10.6 N: 359.1 TURN: 28.0
THI= 1_6°9 THF= 3&9._ OTH= 202.5 FLT TIN= 261.269
PERIHELION= _7_J_26_0.1 APHELION:121558138°2
J0=2_507_,;5_ VHP:
ECLIPTIC X
R PERCURY 3o6955899E+07
V HERCURY -_,03_51632+01
V S/C "_.23951782+ 01
VHP -2,05001_82÷00
RAA: 107°_ DECA= -10._
RAE: 207,5 DECE= .3
EQUATORIAL X
R _RCURY "_.6523873E+07
V MERCURY 1.8_9_181E÷01
V S/C 1.73377_72+01
VHP -1.156_3322+00
RAA: 260.1
HERCURY OP
R _ERCURY
V MERCURY
V SIC
VHP
RAA= 59*2
DECA: -16,_
X
_°7212_7_E÷07
1,960_7612+00
5.38869152+00
3._2821552+00
OECA= -16._
6.989 APR 11, 1982 22_53_19.999
Y Z
3.0131687E+07 -8.662k8;92+05
3,99689062+01 6.96871232+00
_.65303_32+01 5.7066670E+00
6.561_3732÷0g -1. 262C_532+00
SPA: 111.7 EPA: 100.1 CPA=
RAS=-I_0.8 DECS= 1.0
Y
- 1.0;850702÷ 07
-5._1_58572+01
-6, 0749393E+01
-6.60353582+00
RAS= 12. ? DECS=
Y
-6,73718862+06
5°7183609E+01
E. 291+_803E+01
5. 76119_52+00
RAS= 171.9 DECS=
2
-3.72529032-09
5.68k3; 192-1_
-1.97579252+00
-1.97579252÷00
•0 RAE= 1,2
Z
-1. 11758712-08
2.8_217092-1_+
-1.97579252÷00
-1. 9757925E_00
00 RAE= 160._
TOTAL
;.76937_82+07
5,72172052+01
6,32059_3E+01
6,9891186E+00
65._
TOTAL
_.76907_8E+07
5.7217205E÷01
6,3205933E+01
6.98911862÷00
OECE= -2.2
TOTAL
_.7690 7k8E÷07
5.7217205E+01
6.32059332+01
6.9891186E+00
DECE= -2,2
TABLE lll-i TRAJECTORY PRINTOUT) 6-17-80 LAUNCH
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J0=Z_4/,t_14,500 C3= 33,105 FLT TIH= 399,6_ JUN 24 1980
ECLIPTIC x Y Z
R EARTH _.9700338E+06 -1. 5197858E+08 1.0483108E÷04
V EARTH 2.9285580E+01 8.7150966E-01 -2.6 1310 9_E-O..
VEL SIC 2.368351_E+C1 4. 3957L*68E-01 -1o2389783E÷00
VHE -5.6021184E+ O0 -;. 3259210E'01 -1. 2386863E+00
RAA=184. kIE OECA=-12.432 SEVH_T= 87.518
EQUATORIAL X Y Z
R EARTH ;.9700338E÷06 -1.39_3973E+08 -6. 0433761E÷07
V EARTH 2.9285580E+01 7. 9968662E-01 k. 33177 81E-01
VEL SIC 2.3683515E÷01 8. 961719L, E-01 -8.91."1740E-01
VHE -5.602118_E+00 9.5870253E-02 -1.3251287E_C0
RAA=179,020 DECA=-13,3G6 RP= 72299057.27 AP0=-15208:'275.63
A:11219316E.45 E: .35558 I: 2.994 NODE:271.949 N=176._59
THI= 178.5 TH2= '+65o0 DTH= 286.4 TYPE IV I
O, Or O.
TOTAL
1.5205983E+08
2. 92985_5E+01
2. 3719974E+91
5.7537127E+00
TOTAL
Z°5205983E+g8
2° 92985_.=E+01
2.371997_E+0 I
5.7537127E+00
J0=244461_.144 VHA= 12.550 VHO= 12.549 JUL 28 1981 15_ 27,
ECLIPTIC X Y Z
R VENUS -1.0231611E+06 -3.390_13_E+07 5,4094873_+06
V VENUS 1.0778512E÷01 -3.34002_3E÷01 -1.0950191E+C0
V S/C A -1.4970927E+00 -3.569ESZ2E+01 1._176208E-01
VHA -1.2275605E+01 -2.2962792E+00 1.2367811E+00
SIC O -1o213_667E+00 -2.9718968E+01 -1o_46072_E+00
VHO -1.1991981E÷01 3.68127_9E+00 -3.51CE329E-01
RCA= 6300.0 8TH=193,9 B_T = -7866 8_R = -1951
RAA= 190,6 OECA= 5.7 SPA=
RAE= 33_.2 OEC_: -1._ RAS=
AM= 20E2.7 EH= _.05kZE
A= 8_389679.9 E= .436528
57.720
TOTAL
1.079228_E+08
3°5113411E+0 I
3.5728183E+01
1.25_9622E+01
2.9778863E+01
1.25_9206E+0_
HCA= 25 O. 0
171.6 EPA= 1_3.S CPA= 94.6 TYPE ZV Z
16,3 OECS= -2,9
I= 16SoQ NOOE= 348°9 M= 1_3._ TAU= 75.7
I= 5,0 NOOE= 413,6 H= 357.4 TURN= 28°6
THZ= 147.2 THF= 342.8 OTH= 195.6 FLT TIN= 259.390
PERIHELION= 475512_1.0 APHELION:121228118.8
J0=2445073.53_
ECLIPTIC X
R PERCURY _,0015076E+07
V MERCURY -3.6662653E÷01
V SIC -3°92832_6E+01
VHP -2.6205926E÷00
RAA: 113.9 OECA= -1_*0
RAE: 205.6 OECE= ._
EQUATORIAL X
R MERCURY -_.6977348E÷07
V MERCURY 1.9312506E÷01
V SIC 1.9556364E+01
VHP 2.43658_5E-01
RAA= 272,2 DECA: -20,4
HERCURY OP X
R MERCURY 4°6876769E÷07
V MERCURY 6.4630616E+00
V SiC 9.0257626E÷00
VHP 2.5627009_÷00
RAA: 65,8 OECA= "20._
VHP: 6.662 APR lk 1962 0_49_38.716
Y Z
2. 6846337E+07 "1.4157063E÷06
4, 2696327(+01 6° 6596555E+ O0
4. 8606091E÷01 5. 2513779E÷00
5. 9097635E+00 -1°6 082776E÷00
SPA= 100,1 EPA= 91,7 CPA= 62,
RAS=-146,1 OECS: 1.7
Y Z
"1. 0819660E+07 1._,901161E-08
-5. 3302988E+01 2.8_217 09E-1_
-5. 9543938E+01 -2. 317_195(+00
-6. 2409509E+00 -2. 3174195E+00
RAS: 13,0 OECS = -,0 RAE: 4,9
Y Z
"1° 1247354E+07 1._.901161E-08
5.6324153E+01 2. 8421709E-1_
6,2019897E÷01 -2.3174195E÷00
5. 6957_39E+00 -2,3174195E÷00
RAS= 166,5 OECS= -,0 RAE= 156,4
TOTAL
4. 8207222E+07
5 • 669375 1E+O 1
6° 27160_6E+01
6. 6617 641E÷00
1
TOTAL
4.8207222E÷07
5.6693751E+0I
6. 27160_6E+01
6°66178_1E+00
OECE= -2.2
TOTAL
_°6207222(+07
5, 6693751E÷01
6, 2716046E+01
6.66178_1E+00
OECE= -2.2
TABLE 111-2 TRAJECTORY PRINTOUT_ 6-24-80 I_UNCH
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J0=2_44_21.500 C3= 34.;21
ECLZPTZC X Y
R EARTH Z. 2606_21E÷07 -1.50;051ZE+08
V EARTH Z.8970609E+01 _o 325512_E+1]0
¥EL S/C 2.3261913E+01 _. 90_7628E÷00
VIlE -5.7086965E÷00 5. 792§041E-01
RAA=t7k. 20E DECA=-12. 035 SEVHE=lOL*.021
EQUATORTAL X Y
R EARTH 2. 2606421E+07 -1. 379¢-6056+@8
V EARTH 2. 8970609E÷01 3. 96871976+00
VEL S/C 2. 3261913E+01 _. 9868136E+00
VHE -5.7086965E+00 1.01809386÷00
FLT TIH= 391.654 JUL 1 1980
Z
1.0259619E+04
-4.98_87786-0_
-1.Z238257E÷00
-1.2233Z7ZE÷O0
Z
-5.9755756E+C7
1.80610666+00
8.9726080E-01
-9.888_S77E-Ot
RAA=169oB88 DECA= °8.908 RP= 72656335.99 AP0=1525739_4.11
A=l126151kO.05 E= .35483 I= 2.952 NOOE=Z78.623 N=186.062
THI= 186.1 TH2 = _6_.3 OTH: 278.2 TYPE IV I
O, Ot Oo
TOTAL
1.5209;SfE+08
Z.9291744E÷01
2.386_8536+01
5,86696_96÷00
TOTAL
1. 5209_556÷08
Z. 92917_'*E+01
Z. 380;8536÷01
5,86696496+00
J0=2_813.15_ VHA= 12.537 VHO= 12.537
ECLZPTZC
R VENUS
V VENUS
V SIC A
VHA
S/C D
VHO
RCA=
x
-1.0319838E+08
9.85028636÷00
-2._3897_5E÷00
-1.22892616+01
-2.0_39788E+00
-1.189_265E÷01
6300.0 BTH=193.6
JUL 27 1981 15_ 42, 25,809
Y
- 3.103462kE÷07
-3. 36939;_E÷01
- 3.5710 663E+01
-2,017 1196E÷00
-2.973_1036+01
3.959k405E_00
B_'T= -7800
Z
5.=_0104536+06
-1.8_57404E÷00
k. 00;12166-01
1._61525E+00
-1.1789040E÷00
-1.3316370E-01
8+R = -1907
TOTAL
1.0790420E+08
3.5119_62E+01
3.6796095E+01
1. 25373876+01
Z,98275806+01
1, 253668q.E+G 1
HCA= 250,0
RAA= 189.3 OECA= 6.6 SPA= 171.7 EPA= 1_3.5 CPA= 95.2 TYPE IV I
RAE= 333.1 OECE= -1.5 RAS= 16.7 OECS= -2.9
AH= 2066.7 EH= _.0_830 Z= 16k.9 NOOE= 3_3.8 H= 139.4 TAU= 75.7
A= 8_522912.0 E= ._35668 Z= 4.6 NOOE= _16._ H= 353. Z TURN= 28.6
THZ= 1;7.0 THF= 3k2.5 OTH= 195.5 FLT TZH== 260.095
PERZHELION= _7699638.0 APHELION:1213_6186.0
JO=ZkW*5073,ZSO
ECLZPTZC X
R PERCURY _,0902056E÷07
V HERCURY -3,5_90505E+01
V SiC -3.78932096÷01
VHP -2,_0270_26÷00
RAA= 111._ OECA: -17.7
RAE: 205.0 DECE: ,5
EQUATORZAL X
R HERCURY -_.7123693E+07
VHP= 6.903 AFR 13 1982 17,59153._13
Y Z TOTAL
Z.5787183E+07 -1.5838280E+06 _. 83783576*07
_. 3_58807E+01 6.81620 8_,E_OO 5.65 21718E÷01
t_, 95798576+01 _.,7166660E_'00 6, 258038_E+01
6, 1210503E+00 -2,099542_.E+00 6,90 277656÷00
SPA: 100.9 EPA: 93.5 CPA: 58.2
V MERCURY 1.9569565E÷01
V SIC 1.969991_E÷01
VHP 1.303_85_E-01
RAA: 271.2 DECA: -2_.0
HERCURY OP x
R _ERCURY _,67011866+07
V NERCURY 7.81865_26÷00
S/C 1,06848796÷01
VHP Z.B66Z2_SE+O0
RAA: 63.0 OECA= -2_.0
RAS=-IkTo8 OECS = 1.9
Y Z
"1.09k6368E+07 "7._505806E-09
-S. 302_8116+G1 2.8_217 09E'1k
-5.93326_56÷01 -2,8027107E_GO
-6,30683326+00 -2,80271076÷00
RAS= 13.1 DECS= .O RAE= 6.1
Y Z
-1, 26279336*07 -7,_$05806E-09
5.59783286+01 2.84217096-14
6,1597_96÷01 -2,80271076÷00
5,619_2106+00 -2,80271076+00
RAS: 16_.9 DECS= .0 RAE: 157.8
TOTAL
;. 8378357E+07
5.65 217186+01
6. 258038_E+01
6, 90 277656+00
OECE= -2,2
TOTAL
_.8378357E+07
5. 6521718E+01
6.2580 38_E+01
6. 9027765E+00
OECE= -2,2
TABLE III-3 TRAJECTORY PRINTOUT, 7-1-80 LAUNCH
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D. Flight Characteristics
Time histories of four geometry parameters for this opportunity are depicted
in Figure 111-4. Again, the Earth-spacecraft range during the pre-Venus tracking
arc is over two hundred million kilometers, although the position of Earth is
significantly different (Figure 111-5). The different position of Earth gets
away from the zero equatorial declination problem during the pre-Venus tracking
arc as may be seen in Figure 111-4. Unfortunately, a different geometry problem
occurs to degrade the Orbit Determination process. As can be seen in Figure
111-4, the Earth-spacecraft range is very constant during the pre-Venus tracking
arc. This leads to the plane-of-the-sky problem which prohibits good determin-
ation of Z and Zo The zero declination problem does occur during the pre-Mercury
tracking arc for this trajectory.
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Figure 111-4. Typical Time Histories, 1980 Opportunity
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E. Navigation Requirements
The standard four midcourse maneuvers plus one each for the two extra solar
revolutions are required for this opportunity. The pre-Venus Orbit determination
errors are larger than normal (for pre-Venus tracking arcs) due to the large
Earth-spacecraft range and the plane-of-the-sky problem. The total (mean + three
sigma) A V requirements for all six statistical midcourse maneuvers described in
Table 111-4 is 240 mps. As explained in Section Vl, a i00 mps planned maneuver
can be combined with the large V+2 maneuver for a statistical penalty of 26 mps.
The final Mercury B-plane dispersions (Figure VI-7) are dominated by
ephemeris errors on the T-axis and approach orbit determination uncertainties on
the R-axis. That results from the zero equatorial declination problem during the
pre-Mercury tracking arc.
TABLE 111-4
1980 MANEUVER SCHEDULE AND STATISTICAL DESCRIPTION
MANEUVER TIME _{AN _ V SIGMA A V MEAN PLUS
THREE SIGMA
(days) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s)
E+I0 7.53 5.12 22.9
E+260 .06 .04 .2
V-3 1.08 .72 3.2
V+2 66.04 41.84 206.6*
M-100 .98 .58 2.7
M-3 1.32 .99 4.3
TOTAL 239.9
* 233 mps when combined with i00 mps planned velocity maneuver
at Venus.
Three sigma uncertainties in Venus swingby altitude are listed as 87
kilometers in Section Vl. This result is a function of the assumptions also
listed in that section. Raising the nominal Venus swingby radius from 6300 km
to 6350 km could be accomplished with small velocity maneuvers at Venus or
constrained with unpowered swingby for the penalties indicated in Figure 111-3.
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IV. 1985 MISSION OPPORTUNITY
39
IV. 1985MISSIONOPPORTUNITY
A. Heliocentric Geometry
Figure IV-I shows the flight profile for the 13 month 1985 opportunity.
This mission is similar to 1977 through Venus swingby, i.e., no phasing orbits
are employed for the Earth-Venus transfer. However, the Venus-Mercury trajectory
is similar to the 1980 opportunity in that one complete solar revolution of the
spacecraft is required for phasing with Mercury.
Earth position at Venus swingby is similar to the 1977 opportunity. Relative
geometry during the Mercury encounter is,however, different from both the 1977
and 1980 cases. The implications to Earth tracking and navigation requirements
are discussed in Subsection IV.E and Section VI.
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Figure IV-I. Heliocentric Geometry_ 1985 Opportunity
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B. Performance Parameters
Planetary geometries for the 1985 opportunity depart significantly from the
ideal conditions for ballistic flight with Venus gravity-assist. Consequently,
performance is relatively poor.
Figure IV-2 illustrates the primary performance limitation. As shown,
relative velocities at Mercury exceed those for the 1977 and 1980 opportunities
by over one km/sec. The reasons for this condition involve conflicts of Venus
swlngby timing as discussed in Appendix 2.
Since the 1985 opportunity represents the only identified simple ballistic
mission option for the mid 1980's and since larger capability launch vehicles
such ss Shuttle/Centaur may be available, complete parametric analyses were con-
ducted. Figure IV-3 presents launch energy requirements with conditions for
minimum Mercury approach velocity indicated. For this parameter, similarities to
the 1977 opportunity requirements are exhibited.
Another similarity to the 1977 mission involves the relatively large Venus
swlngby altitude values shown on Figure IV-4. As was the case for 1977, this
altitude clearance is the result of imperfect planet alignments limiting the
extent of the Venus swingby contribution to performance.
All data presented in this section apply to the ballistic flight mode.
Section VII presents potential performance improvements available with a mid-
course maneuver flight technique. On the basis of preliminary investigation, thls
alternate flight technique appears basic to a useful 1985 Mercury orbiter mission.
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C. Trajectory Data
Tabulated details for three representative trajectories for the 1985 oppor-
tunity are listed in Tables IV-I through IV-3. The Earth launch dates (6-8, 6-15,
and 6-22) are approximately centered on the best performance 15 day launch
period. Mercury encounter dates are selected to minimize Mercury approach
velocity for each launch date. The print key which defines each listed parameter
appears in Section I of the Appendix.
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J0=2_46224.500 C3= 41o264
Y
-lok758678E+88
-7,1726728E+00
*S,4910344E+GO
1.6816384E_90
SEVHE: 91,765
Y
"1°3533852E+08
-6.5808826E+80
-4._9_58kOE+O0
2.0862986E+00
ECLIPTIC X
R EARTH -3.6043312E+07
V EARTH 2,8450121E+91
¥EL S/C 2.24011?4E÷81
VHE -6.0489k75E÷O0
RAA=164.464 _ECA=-12°276
EQUATORIAL X
R EARTH -3.6043312_÷97
V EARTH 2.8_50121E÷01
VEL S/C 2.2_0117_E÷01
VHE -6.0489475E+00
FLT TZH= 155.772 JUN 8 1985
Z
1.2155036E÷Ok
3°4955099E-04
-1.3657779E_00
-1,3661275E_00
Z
-5.8790027E÷07
-2.7549663E_90
-3,3602281E÷00
-6.0526180E-01
RAA=168.971 DECA= -5,40k Rr'-' 66762671,a+8 APO=1518k6595,_lk
A=10930_633.31 E= °38921 I= 3,389 NOOE=256,3_6 H=179,857
THI: 179,9 TH2: _71,0 OTH: 291,1 TYPE ZI
O, O, O.
TOTAL
1.518_653E+08
2.93_0359_+01
2.310;7_8E÷01
6,4252609E+00
TOTAL
t.518_653E+08
Z,93_O359E÷01
2.310_Tk8E+01
6,42_2609£+00
JO=Z;46380.ZT2 VHA: 13.793 VHO: 13.793 NOV 10 1965 18, 31, 50.504
ECLIPTIC X Y Z TOTAL
R VENUS "1*0674139E+08 -l*38k9650E+O? 5.gk85923E+06 1.0780039E+08
V VENUS _.2847590E+08 -3._683158E*01 -7,_258782E-01 3,5153169E+01
V SiC A -9.4665259E+00 -3.kO37753E+01 6,8483663E-02 3.5327568E+01
VHA -1.3743285E÷01 8°k548408E-01 8.11071_8E-01 1,3793130E_01
V SIC O -8.37353_7E÷90 -2,9_045kAE÷01 -7,9393696E-01 3.0583879E+01
VHD -1.2658294E+01 5.k786133E÷O0 -5.1349165E-02 1.3793123E+01
RCA: 6032.7 8TH:189,8 8_T: -9k48 B_R = -1639 HCA= 1982,7
RAA= 176.5 OECA= 3,4 SPA= 169,1 EPA= 145.8 CPA= 89,0 TYPE IV Z
RAE = 30,7 OECE= -1,4 RAS= 7.4 OECS= -3.2
AH= 1707.5 EH= 5.70_27 I= 169,6 NOOE= 337,8 H= 150.9 TAU= 79,9
A= 86921084°1 E: °k50974 I: k.3 NOOE: 41k.1 H: 350*7 TURN= 20,2
THI: 1_2,5 THF: 352,7 OTH= 210+2 FLT TIM: ZTT,347
PERIHELION: k7721968,1 APHELION=X261ZOZOO,O
JD:24_6657,619
ECLIPTIC X
R HERCURY 3.7925749E÷07
V HERCURY -3.923_SkSE÷01
V SiC -4°0427_53E÷01
VHP -1.1926056(÷00
RAA: 98,7 OECA: -16.Z
RAE: 302,7 OECE: °_
EQUATORIAL X
R _ERCURY -4.5801677E÷07
V NERCURY 2.2484k53E÷01
V S/C 2.0705kZ7E+01
VHP -1.7790268E+O0
VHP: 6.200 AUG 15 1986 2,51,12.000
Y Z TOTAL
2.9147575E÷07 -1.0351063E+06 k.78_3(SZE+O?
4.0847051E÷01 6.9402283E÷00 5.7061560E+01
_,6630531E+01 k.6512831E÷O0 6,3k10898E+01
?.7834801E+00 -2.2869_51E+OO 8.200252kE+00
SPA: 118*0 EPA: 151*5 CPA: 59,7
RAA= 256.5 DECA= -21.6
NERCURY OP X
R _ERCURY 4.715750ZE+07
V HERCURY 3.2938282E÷00
V SIC 8.195702ZE÷00
VHP 4.9018740E+00
RAA= 50,0 OECA: -21,6
RAS:-142.5 OECS= 1, 2
y Z
"1, 3828282£÷07 3-725 2903E'09
"5. 2444933E+01 Oo
-509859158E÷01 -3,0 180234E÷00
-?.4.1q. 225k.E÷O0 -3,018023kE÷00
RAS= 16,8 OECS= -00 RAE: 102,0
Y Z
-8,0737234E÷06 307252903E-09
506966klkE÷01 00
6, zeo6560E+01 -30018023_E+00
5. 8401460E÷00 -3.018 O2_r+E÷O0
RAS: 17003 OECS: "*O RAE: 255*4
TOTAL
k. T8_3652E+07
5.7061560E+01
6.3klOe98E+01
80200252kE+00
DECE= 7* Z
TOTAL
_. 78_3652E+07
5,7061560E+01
6.34.10898E+01
8°2002524E÷00
OECE: 7,2
TABLE IV-1 TRAJECTORY PRINTOUT, 6-8-85 LAUNCH
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JO=2_k6231.500
ECLIPTIC X
R EARTH -1.8627542E+ 07
V EARTH Z.90768Z9E+01
VEL S/C 2.2993075E*01
VHE -6 ,, 08375_3E+ O0
RAA= 16 2, 14. = OECA=-11,551
EQUATORIAL X
R EARTH -1,86275_2E+07
V EARTH 2,9076829E+01
VEL SIC 2.zgg3075Et _1
VHE -6° 0837543E+00
RAA=159°14E OECA= -3.865
A=109402167.84 E = °3912C
THI: 18_°0 TH2= _71,1
C3= _2.559 FLT TIM=
Y
-1.50_1_13E+C8
-3. 75335;0E+00
-1.793E540E+O0
1.9597000E+00
SEVHE=lOG.593
Y
-1.38373_QE+08
-3°_436339E+00
-1.1260287E+CG
2.3176052E÷00
150.410 JUN 15 1985 Or Or O.
Z TOTAL
1.2288497E+04 1°5196015E+08
6°9_93269E-05 2,9318077E+01
-1°3062086E+00 2°3699889E+01
-1,3062781E+O0 6,52371_6E÷00
Z
-6°00_561_E÷07
-1.3928319E+0C
-1.83270_3E+00
-4,3987235E-01
RP= 66603E57.2_ AP0=152200678°_5
I = 3.2_5 NODE=263.041 H=183.940
DTH= 287ol TYPE II
TOTAL
1,5196015E+08
Z°9318077E+01
Z,3099889E+01
6.5237146E+00
JO=Zk_6381.910 VHA= 13.864
ECLIPTIC X
R VENUS -1.0602233E+08
V VENUS 5.8787746E÷00
V SIC A "7°94398;1E÷00
VHA -1.3822759E÷01
V S/C O -7.0553213E+00
VHD -1.293_096E+01
VHD= 13.864 NOV 12 198_ 91 491 41.577
Y Z TOTAL
-1.8768182E+07 5.8372708E+06 1.0782881E+08
-3._638791E+01 -8.30887_2E-01 3,51_3936E+01
-3.4428_66E÷_1 2,1054319E-01 3,53337_1E+01
2°1032565E-01 1.0414306E+00 1°386353_E+01
-2.9658189E+01 -1.1_7297ZE÷00 3.0507_1GE+01
_.9806019E+00 -3.1640978E-01 1.3863526E+01
RCA= 7610.8 BTH=195.1 B_T = -8829 8_R = -2386 HCA= 15E0,8
RAA= 179,1 OECA= 4,3 SPA= 169,0 EPA= 1_6,3 CPA= 90,_ TYPE IV I
RAE= 32,8 OECE= -1.4 RAS= 10.0 DECS = -3,1
AH= 1690,Z EH= 5,50277 I= 164.3 NODE= 3_3.6 W= 153,4 TAU= 79,5
A= 86692683°5 E= .453728 I= _.8 NODE= 41g.1 N= 357.0 TURN= 20.9
THI= 142.8 THF= 355,3 DTH= 212,5 FLT TIM= 276,549
PERIHELION= 47357771.8 APHELION=126027595.3
JD=Z_46658.@59 VHP=
ECLIPTIC X
R PERCURY 3.4959191E+C7
MERCURY -4.2,86403E÷01
V S/C -_.4061852E+01
VHP -1.575_484E+00
RAA= 101,6 DECA= -12ol
RAE= 303.9 DECE = ,2
EQUATORIAL X
R MERCURY -_.5425970E+07
V MERCURY 2.1799561E+01
V S/C 1.9773939E+01
VHP -2.0256216E+00
RAA= 254.6 DECA= -17.7
MERCURY OP X
R PERCURY W.72W4W51E+O7
V MERCURY -9.18_8772E-01
V S/C 3.6536618E+00
VHP _.5721495E+00
RAA= 53,3 DECA= -17,7
8.0Z8 AUG 15 1986 23_ 0_8.000
Y Z TOTAL
3.201503fiE+07 -5.2862249E+05 4.7_06613E+07
3,8117357E+01 7,0098988E+00 5°7507965E+01
4.58069ZSE÷Ot 5.3237796E+00 6.3781375E+01
7.6895687E+_0 -1.6861192E+00 8.02835EIE+O0
SPA= t20,3 EPA= 15_,9 CPA= 63,7
RAS=-137,5 OECS= ,6
Y Z TOTAL
-1.355_804E+07 3°72529_3E-G9 ;.7_06813E+07
-5.321EO23E+C1 O, 5,7507965E+01
-6.058935_E+01 -2.4465002E+00 6.3781375E+01
-7.373330CE+00 -2.4_65002E+00 8.0283561E+00
RAS= 16,6 DECS= -°0 RAE= 97,9 OECE= 7,G
Y Z TOTAL
-3.9177644E+C6 3,7252903E-09 _.7406EI3E+07
5,750CE30E+Ot O. 5.7_07_ESE+OI
E.3629EZSE+Ot -2.4_6500ZE÷00 6.378137_E+01
6.128_956E+00 -2._65002E÷00 8.02835EIE÷O0
RAS= 175o3 DECS= -,0 RAE = 256,6 DECE = Z,O
TABLE IV-2 TRAJECTORY PRINTOUT, 6-15-85 LAUNCH
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J0=2_46238.500
ECLZPTZC X
R EARTH "9.5_30160E+05
V EARTH 2,9300898E+01
VEL S#C 2.3019470E+01
VHE -6.281_272E÷00
RAA=160.17_ DECA=-lO.623
EQUATORIAL X
R EARTH "9.5_30160E÷05
V EARTH 2*9300898E+01
VEL S/C 2o3019470E+01
VHE "6.2814272E+00
C3= _6. 154
Y
-1, 5203756E+08
-2,8875076E-01
1.9759_39E÷00
2.264E946E÷O0
SEVHE=109.121
¥
-1.3949545E+08
-2.6;83739E-01
2.3111752E+00
2.5760126E÷00
FLT TIM= 1;5,032 JUN 22 1985
Z
1,2252199E÷04
-2,1129142E-04
-1.2526491E+00
-1, 2524378E+00
Z
-6,0471_32E+07
-1,_ 070139E-02
"2.8391383E-01
-2.6984370E-01
RAA:157.701 OECA: -2.276 RP: 66248777.88 AP0:1530_1531o80
A=189645154.84 E= .39579 I= 3,11E NOOE=269.725 M=-188.0_5
THI: 166.1 TH2: 471.1 OTH= 283°0 TYPE II
O_ O_ O.
TOTAL
1. 320_056E+08
2,, 9302 320E÷01
2.313805 3E+O te
6.7936566E+00
TOTAL
1. 520_056E+08
2.9302320E÷01
2, 3138053E+01
6.7936566E÷00
J0=2;46383*532 VHA= 1;.039 VHO= lq.039
ECLIPTIC
R VENUS
V VENUS
V S/C A
VHA
V S/C O
VHO
RCA=
X
-1.05088;3E÷08
7.4445404E+00
-6.5306205E+00
-1.39T5161E+01
"5 • 8 3T6668E+ 00
-1. 3282207E+01
70_k,.5 BTH=200.1
Y
-2,3602106E+07
-3,;32_54;E+_1
"3._TE2398E+01
-;.2785319E-01
-2.9820976E+01
4.5035685E÷_0
8_T= -8013
NOV 14 1985
7
5,71_7829E÷06
-9.1656713E-01
3.46_;835E-01
1.263E155E+O0
-1.5366_8_E+00
-6o2008131E-01
B_R: -2938
Ot _5, _5.807
TOTAL
1.0785776E+08
3.5134536E+01
3.5362383E+0I
1.4038639E+01
3.0_25815E+01
1.4038649E÷01
HCA= 994.5
RAA: 161.6 OECA: 5.2 SPA= 168.9 EPA= 1;6.8 CPA: 92.0 TYPE IV I
RAE= 34o8 OECE= -1*k RAS= 12.7 OECS= -3,0
AH= 16_8.3 EH= 5.27370 I= 159.2 NOOE= 3_8.0 W= 164.4 TAU= 79.1
A= 86449222.2 E= .458879 I= 5._ NOOE= _06.7 W= 2.7 TURN=- 21.9
THI: 143.2 THF: 361.7 DTH: 2t8.6 FLT TI_= 2?6.357
PERIHELION= 46779521.5 APHELION=126118922.8
J0=2446659. 889 VHP=
ECLZPTIC X
R MERCURY 2.9390357E÷07
V NERCURY -_.75_6776E+01
V S/C -_.9_70233E+01
VHP -1.9234570E+00
RAA= 103.6 DECA= -6.7
RAE= 305.9 OECE= -.1
EQUATORZAL X
R _ERCURY -_._857209Ey07
V HERCURY 2.0650253E÷01
¥ SIC 1.7688403E÷01
VHP -2,9618505E+00
RAA= 2_8.4 OECA= -12.5
HERCURY OP X
R _ERCURY 4.66765_6E+07
V HERCURY -8.3083021E+00
V S/C -3.7915435E+00
VHP 4.5167586E+00
RAA= 55.6 OECA= -12.5
8.22_ AUG 17 1986 95205 .001
Y Z
3.6_01099E+07 3.3975341E*05
3.2731850E+01 7.02_3093E+00
_.0669375E+@t 6.0576770E_00
7.93752;2E÷00 -9.6663229E-01
SPA: 127.1 EPA: 156.7 CPA=
RAS=-128.9 DECS= -.4
TOTAL
_.6786200E÷07
5.81;9900E÷01
6._327268E+01
8.22_2541E+00
69.1
Y Z
-1.3295838E+07 1.8626451E'09
"5._359708E÷01 5.6843419E-lk
-6.1821799E+01 -1.78_0961E+00
-7o4620907E+00 -1o78_0961E_00
RAS= 16.5 OECS= -.0 RAE= 91.2
V Z
3. 2013453E+06 1. 8626_51E-09
5.7553305E+01 5.68_3_19E-1_
E.41906_3E+01 -1.7840961E+00
6.63ff337_E÷O0 -1o7840961E+00
RAS:-I?6.1 OECS= -.0 RAE= 258.6
TOTAL
4.6786206E+07
5.8149900E+01
6.4327268E+01
8.2242541E+00
OECE= 6.7
TOTAL
_.678620_E+07
5.81_9990E+01
6.4327268E+01
8.22425_1E÷00
OECE= 6.7
TABLE IV-3 TRAJECTORY PRINTOUT, 6°22-85 LAUNCH
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D. Flight Characteristics
Time-histories of four geometry parameters are presented in Figure IV-5.
These plots are based on the second reference trajectory for this opportunity.
The Earth-Venus leg of this trajectory is very similar to the Earth-Venus leg of
the 1977 reference trajectory. As is true for all of these missions, the Earth-
spacecraft range during the pre-Venus tracking arc is over two hundred million
kilometers. The pre-Venus trajectory is generally in the Earth equatorial plane.
Neither spacecraft equatorial declination n_ the Sun-Earth-spacecraft angle is
near zero during the last half of the pre-Mercury tracking arc.
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Figure IV-5. Typical Time Histories_ 1985 Opportunity
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E. Navigation Requirements
The standard four midcourse maneuversplus one extra for the extra solar
revolution on the Venus-Mercury leg are required for this opportunity. A para-
metric analysis of the pre-Venus tracking arc and the resulting V+2 midcourse
maneuver is presented in Section VI. As can be seen in Figure IV-6, the Earth-
spacecraft geometry during the pre-Venus tracking arc is very similar to that
for the 1977 trajectory. Although somedata is lost during the middle of the
pre-Mercury tracking arc from solar interference, good Earth-spacecraft geometry
during the last several days allows good orbit-determination for the pre-Mercury
maneuver. The resulting B-plane dispersions (Figure Vl-7) are dominated by the
60 kmephemeris error. A statistical description of the _V requirements for
the most reasonable set of assumptions is listed in Table IV-4. Applying the
Lee-Boain analytical technique to the V+2 covariance indicated _ cumulative
probability of .99 for 193 m/s and a cumulative probability of .999 for 243 m/s,
as comparedwith 211.1 m/s for the meanplus three sigma from the Hoffman-Young
approximation.
TABLEIV-4
1985 MANEUVERSCHEDULEANDSTATISTICALDESCRIPTION
MANEUVERTIME MEAN,%V SIGMA _V
(days ) (m/s ) (m/s )
E+I0 6.95 4.61
V-3 1.23 .71
V+2 69.04 47.34
M-100 1.20 .78
M-3 1.00 .75
MEAN PLUS
THREE SIGMA
(m/s)
20.8
3.4
211.1
3.8
3.2
TOTAL 242.3
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Figure IV-6. Critical Tracking Geometries, 1985 Opportunity
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V. 1988 MISSION OPPORTUNITY
V. 1988MISSIONOPPORTUNITY
A. Heliocentric Geometry
The 1988 opportunity involves the longest flight duration of the four base-
line mission cases. As shownon Figure V-I, an extra solar revolution is
employed during the Earth-Venus transfer producing similarities to the 1980
opportunity. However, two complete revolutions are required for phasing with
Mercury with resultant total flight time of about 27 months
Earth position at Mercury encounter is advanced from 1980 mission conditions
as a consequence of the additional spacecraft orbit. Subsection V.E and Section
VI relate the modified tracking conditions to navigation requirements.
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B. Performance Parameters
Of the four baseline mission opportunities, the 1988 geometry is the most
complex. The nature of the complications is discussed in Appendix 2 in terms of
the multiple solutions possible for the Venus swingby phase. Resolution of these
complexities has resulted in the highest performance of the baseline mission
opportunities.
Figure V-2 illustrates the unique 1988 geometry effects on the primary
performance parameters. The representative Mercury arrival dates shown exhibit
a region of Earth launch dates for which no usable trajectories exist. This
indication of an interruption in the launch period is true for the case of un-
powered Venus swingby.
Assessment of the cause of the Earth launch date gap necessitated inspec-
tion of the Venus swingby conditions (see Appendix 2). As a result, it was
determined that a small (75 mps) velocity maneuver at Venus departure was
effective in producing launch period continuity over a region of high perform-
ance conditions.
Minimum achievable Mercury approach velocity for the 1988 opportunity is
presented in Figure V-3 for optimized Mercury arrival dates in the range of
September 17 to 19. These results and the corresponding launch energy require-
ments are dependent on the 75 mps velocity maneuver at Venus. Combined with
the post-Venus navigation correction maneuver, the actual cost of the pro-
grammed velocity increment is considerably less than the nominal value. Sub-
section V.E and Section VI further discuss this statistical benefit.
A range of Venus swingby altitudes is presented on Figure V-3 to permit
interpretation for altitude constraints which may result from more thorough
analysis of specific navigation system characteristics.
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C. Trajectory Data
Tabulated details of three reference trajectories for the 1988 opportunity
appear in Tables V-I through V-3. All of these trajectories include a 75 m/s
Venus sphere exit maneuver (AVv) and a Venus swingby radius constraint of
6300 km. The Mercury encounter date for each Earth launch date is selected to
minimize Mercury approach velocity within the constraint. The Earth launch
dates (6-19, 6-26, and 7-3) are approximately centered on the best performance
15 day launch period.
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J0=24_,7331o500 C3: 36.815 FLT TIN:
ECLIPTIC X V
R EARTH -8.0_981536+06 -1.51799226+08
V EARTH 2.9259681E+0t -1.67903386+00
YEL S/C 2.3_42322E+01 -2.856163_E+00
VHE -5.8174959E+00 -1.177789_E+00
RAA;191.4_5 DECA:-11.975 SEVHE = 75.8_2
EQUATORIAL X V Z
R EARTH -8.0_98153E+06 -1.3927776E+08 -6.0_01087E+07
V EARTH 2.92596816+01 -1.5_0_339E+00 -5.58639756-01
VEL SIC 2.3_42322E+01 -2.1196_26E+00 -2.2036412E+00
VHE -5.8174959E+00 -5. 7982703E-01 -1.6k52_21E+ O0
RAA=185.692 DECA:-15.717 RP: 71013739.20 AP0:152636117.95
A:11182_928.58 E= .36_96 I= 3.059 N00E=267.058 H=173.056
TH1 = 173.1 THZ=- _66.2 DTH: 293.1 TYPE ZV 1
40_.837 JUN 19 1988 O. O, O,
Z TOTAL
1.33262_7E+0_ 1.5201251E+08
-t+@766646E-04 2o93078166+01
-1.25902276+00 2.36_9213E+01
-1.258889.k.E÷00 6.06755716+00
TOTAL
1.52012516+08
2.93078166÷01
2.36_92136+01
6.0675571E+00
J0=2_47736.337 VHA= 12.888
ECLIPTIC X
R VENUS -1.0126140E+08
V VENUS 1.17832636+0t
V S/C A -7.9108353E-01
VHA -1.257_3_66+0t
V SiC O -6.0120824E-01
VHO -1.238_471E+01
VHO= 12.82_ JUL 28 1989 20, 5, kS.2EO
Y Z TOTAL
-3.70112256÷07 5.30312996+06 1.079;362E+08
-3.3050171E+01 -1o1485_68E+00 3.51056706+01
-3.5658177E+01 -5.55718526-02 3.566699_E+01
-2.608005_E÷00 1.0929750E+00 1.2888385E+01
-2.978319kE+01 -1.7890760E+00 2.98_2937E÷01
3.26697766*00 -6._052920E-01 1.282_1396+01
RCA= 6300.0 6TH=195.7 6_T = "7720 B_R = -2176 HCA= 250.0
RAA= 191.7 DECA: 4._ SPA= 171.4 EPA= 1_3.1 CPA= 9_.1 TYPE VZ I
RAE= 33_.9 OECE= -1.5 RAS: 20.1 DECS= -2.8
AH= 19_5.7 EH= _.22137 I: 163.5 NODE: 355.0 N: 1_8.9 TAU= 76.3
A: 8_620709.9 E= ._1007 I: 5*S NOOE: 410.6 N= 2.7 TURN= 27.k
THZ= 1_6.7 THF: 3=,3.70TH= 197.1 FLT TZ_= _16.679
PERIHELION= _7302392.8 APHELION: 121939027.0
RCA CONSTRAZNED AT 6300,0
DV -7.1853309E'02 -1*8954970E-02
ACTUAL RCA USED IS 6300.0
7.6378067E-03 7._6 827286-02
JD=2_8153.016
ECLIPTIC X
R HERCURY 3.81978176+07
V HERCURY -3.89150776+01
V SIC -_.193625_E÷01
VHP -3.021t767E+OO
RAA= 118,_ DECA= -8,2
RAE= 338.5 DECE: *5
EQUATORIAL X
R _ERCURY _._8186816+07
V HERCURY -2.59767386+01
V S/C -2.7217_8_E+01
VHP -1.2_07_606+00
VHP= 6._23 SEP 18 1990 12,23,27.998
Y Z TOTAL
2.886315;E+07 -1.08277216+06 ;.7888697E+07
_.108_9066+01 6.9310628E+00 5.70158166+01
_.6683918E+01 6.0150042E+00 6.30_13986+01
5.59_011_E+00 -9.16058536-01 6._2336636+00
SPA: 98.8 EPA= 139.3 CPA= 68.1
RAS:-1_2.9 DECS= 1.3
RAA: 101.5 DECA= -1;.8
HERCURY OP X
R _ERCURY _.71;2928E_07
V HERCURY 3.627803_E+00
V SIC 5.67298_36+00
VHP 2.0_51808E+00
RAA= 70,8 DECA= -1_,8
Y Z
1.6870k816÷07 -1.;901161E-08
5.075q_326+01 2.8421709E-1_
5.6839555E*01 -1.6k056976+00
6. 0851225E+60 -1.6;05697E+00
RAS=-159o_ OECS: *0 RAE: 322.3
Y Z
-8._1852956+06 -7._505806E-09
5.690028kE+01 2¢_217096-1_
E. 276_191E+01 -1.6_0_6976+00
5.86390676÷00 -1.6_056976+00
RAS= 169.9 OECS= .0 RAE= 291.6
]_TAL
;_78886976+07
5.70158166+01
6.30;1398E+61
6. _233E63E+00
OECE= 7* 1
TOTAL
,.78886976+07
5.70158166+01
6.30_13986+01
6._2336636+C_
OECE = 7.1
TABLE V-I TRAJECTORY PRINTOUT, 6-19-88 LAUNCH
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J0=2447338.500 C3= 34.316 FLT TZH= 399.259 JUN 26 1988 Or O, O.
ECLIPTIC X Y Z TOTAL
R EARTH 9.6607057E+06 -1. 5176517E+G8 1. 3175911E+04 1.5207233E÷08
V EARTH 2,9241308E÷01 1.7908380E+00 -k. 107 2948E-04 2. 9296095E+01
VEL S/C 2.3578102E÷91 8. 8060952E-01 -1.190 330_E÷00 2.3624_48E÷01
VHE -5,66320 53E+QO -9, 10228_7E-01 -1,1899196E+ O0 5,8589132E+00
RAA=189.131 OECA='ll. TZO SEVHE= 84,627
EQUATORIAL X V Z TOTAL
R EARTH 9,6607057E÷06 -1, 3924E_6E+08 -6,0321463E+07 1,52_7233E+08
V EARTH 2,9241308E÷01 1, 6432181E+00 8,2132571E-01 2. 929609=_.E+01
VEL SIC 2,3578102E+01 1. 281_370E+00 -6.536_113E-01 Z, 36 2_548E+01
VHE -5.6632053E+00 -3o 6178103E-01 -1o4749668E+00 5.8583132E+00
RAAI=183.655 OECA=-I_.570 RP= 7139479_.1+9 AP0=15216_817.21
A=111779005.85 E= .36129 I= 2.889 NODE=273.741 N=177.2_4
TH1 = 177.3 TH2= _66.0 OTH= 288.7 TYPE IV I
J0=2447737.759 VHA= 12.755
ECLIPTIC X
R VENUS -9.9734180E÷07
V VENUS 1. 3085207E+01
V SIC A 7.8041995E-01
VHA -1,230_787E+01
V SIC D 6,2473387E-01
VHD -1 • 2_60_73E+ 01
VHO= 12,789 JUL 30 1989 6, 121
Y Z
-4. 103948_E+07 5,1578997E+ 06
-3. 2544604E+01 -1.21630 83E+00
-3.56_2885E+01 7,8055151E-C2
-3. 0982813E+00 1. 294363'*E+ O0
-2° 9727860E+01 "1,8 152065E+00
2. 8167=,33E÷00 -5, 9889824E-01
RCA= 6300.0 8TH=196.9 B_T = -7706 B_R = -2339
RAA= 194.1 DECA= 5.8 SPA= 171.2 EPA= 142o3 CPA= 95.6 TYPE VI I
RAE= 336.6 DECE= -1*4 RAS= 22._ DECS= "2°7
AH= 1996.9 EH= 4.15490 I= 162.2 NODE= 355.6 W= 1_6.7 TAU= 76.1
A= 84_8361e.0 E= .4_1481 I= 5.5 NODE= 412.0 W= 3.3 TURN= 2?.9
31.812
TOTAL
1,0797106E+08
3.5097767E÷01
3,5651_13E+01
1.275470_E+01
2.9789779E÷01
1.2788906E+01
HCA= 250,0
THI = 1_6.9 THF= 336,8 DTH= 189.9 FLT TIH= 414.415
PERIHELION= 47185736.1 APHELION=121781_99.9
RCA CONSTRAINED AT 6300.0
OV 1,8586112E-02 -6, 9225760E-02
ACTUAL RCA USED IS 6300.0
2.1747903E-02 7* 490/,l, 077E-02
J0=2448152.17_ VHP=
ECLIPTIC X
R _ERCURY 4.0905680E÷07
V HERCURY -3,5_87957E÷01
V SIC -3,9309446E÷01
VHP -3.8214882E÷00
RAA: 128.1 DECA= -8.7
RAE= 338.4 DECE= .8
EQUATORIAL X
R _ERCURY _.5193338E+07
V HERCURY -2.661657_E÷01
V SIC -2.9323292E÷01
VHP -Z,7067186E÷00
RAA= 118.7 DECA= -15.6
HERCURY OP X
R VERCURY _.6729957E÷07
V HERCURY 7,6956368E+00
V SiC 8o6660787E÷00
VHP 9,734_187E-01
RAA= 80°7 OECA= -15,6
6.263 SEP 17 1990 16_10_39.998
Y Z
2.5784886E+07 "1.58317_0E+06
4.3458601E+01 6,8156_26_+00
_.832SO56E+01 5,8683661E+00
4.870_551E÷00 -9,4728647E-01
SPA: 8_°5 EPA= 148*8 CPA= 68.
RAS=-1_7.8 DECS= 1*9
Y Z
1,7268575E÷@7 7._50_806E-09
4.9860367E÷01 2,8421709E'1_
_.5251022E+01 -1.68_3316E÷00
5.3906547E÷00 "1.68_3316E÷00
RAS=-159.1 DECS= -°0 RAE= 327.4
Y Z
-1,252807_E+07 7.4505806E-09
5.5993530E÷01 2.8421709E-14
6°1946994E+01 -1°6843316E+00
5.953_63_E+00 -1°68_3316E÷00
RAS = 165,0 DECS= -,0 RAE= 291,5
TOTAL
;, 8380177E+07
5., 6519803E÷01
6° 2572901E+01
6. 2627835E+00
TOTAL
4,8380177E+07
5,6519893E÷01
6,2572901E+01
6.2627835E+00
OECE= 7.3
TOTAL
4.8380177E+07
5.6519893E+01
6. 2572901E+O 1
6. 262783_E÷00
OECE= 7.3
TABLE V-2 TRAJECTORY PRINTOUT, 6-26-88 LAUNCH
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JO=Z4473k_5.5 O0 C3 = 34. 213
ECLIPTIC X
R EARTH 2.723806_E+07
V EARTH 2,8819910E_01
VEL SIC 2,3_87780E+01
VHE -5,7321291E+00
RAA=180.879 DECA=-11._7
EQUATORIAL X
R EARTH 2.7238064E+07
V EARTH 2.8819910E_01
_EL S/C 2.3087780E÷01
VHE -5°7321291E÷00
RAA=176°197 DECA=-11,0_6
A=112066411.56 E: .35908
THI= 18q. O THZ= q65.5
FLT TIN= 391,902 JUL 3 1988
Y Z
-t°_963866E+Q8 1,28_366;E+0_
5°2331229E_00 -7.08176_SE-Ok
E. 1_51378E+00 -1. 1815528E_O0
- 8. 7985079E-02 -1. 160 8_7E+00
SEVHE= 99,249
Y
-1°3729530E+08
4°8015575E+C0
5o182EO11E÷OO
3.810_360E-01
Z
-5.9_1009_E_07
2.18881_5f+00
1.0673296E÷00
-1.121_850E_00
RP = 7182E036°11 AP0=152306787o00
I= 2°813 NOOE=280°_15 N=183°918
OTH: 281.5 TYPE IV I
O, O, O.
TOTAL
1,52097_7E÷08
2°9291172Et01
2.3682E36E+01
5,8_91§43E+00
TOTAL
1.52097_7E+08
Z°9291172E+01
2°3682E36E÷01
5.8_915_3E+00
J0=2;_7737._02 VHA= 12o687
ECLIPTIC X
R _ENUS -t°GOI3ZO9E_Q8
V VENUS 1.27607;2E÷01
V S/C A 5.Z7910_OE-01
VHA -t.2232832E+01
V SiC O 3,5360021E-01
VHO -1.2_071_2E÷01
VH9= 12.750 JUL Z9 1989 21_ 39_ 20°907
Y Z TOTAL
"_.O035373E÷a7 5.1950926E÷G6 1. 0796_14E÷08
-3°2676ZZIE÷01 -1°19950 IOE_OO 3°5100011E÷01
-3,569118_E+@1 2,915 3929E-01 3.5696278E+01
-3.0149626E+@0 1°_910_03E÷00 1. 2686819E+01
-2. 9760075E+01 -1.5_52196E÷00 Z.9802262E÷01
2° 916 l_61E÷OO -3,4571851E-01 1,2749925E÷01
RCA" 6300*0 8TH=196.1 Bq'T: "7752 B'_R= -22kl HCA= 250°0
RAA= 193o6 DECA= 6.7 SPA= 171.1 EPA= lk2.1 CPA= 96._ TYPE VI I
RAE= 336°2 DECE= -1.4, RAS= 21*8 OECS= -2,8
AH: 2018.3 EH= _.121_.0 I= 162.6 NODE= 351.7 W: 1_.Z.9 TAU= 76.9
A= 8_51516_.9 E= ._,100_ I= 5.1 NOOE= _1_.8 H= .0 TURN= 28.1
THI= 1_6°9 THF= 335,5 DTH= 188,6 FLT TIM= _14,_4_
PERIHELION= _72_3656°9 APHELION=lZt78667Zo8
RCA CONSTRAINED AT 630G°0
OV 5o2332617E-02 -5. 1905_98E-02
ACTUAL RCA USED IS 6300,0
1,37759_8E-02 7°_984_00E-02
JD=2_81_1o8_6 VHP=
ECLIPTIC X
R HERCURY _.1892_91E+07
V HERCURY -3._120902E+01
V S/C "3,7980_70E÷01
VHP -3°8595681E÷00
RAA_ 128o0 DECA= -13.5
RAE= 338._ DECE= ,9
EQUATORIAL X
R MERCURY b.53;1512E+07
V MERCURY -2.6867661E_01
V SIC -2.97_7519E+01
VHP -2.8798577E_00
RAA= 118°5 OECA= -20°_
MERCURY OP X
R _ERCURY 4.6489883E÷07
V MERCURY 9°23_8215E+00
S/C t. OZZ5259E+Ot
VHP 9,DOk3795E-01
RAA= 80°6 OECA= -ZO*_
6._40 SEP 17 199G 8_181 7.999
Y Z TOTAL
2._5_08_7E+07 "1.7756387E÷06 _.8583813E+07
_._289578E+GI 6.7602916E_00 5.6316099E+01
_.9221761E+01 5.2593834E+00 6.2393582E+01
4.9321834E+00 -1,5008182E_00 6°_*01207E+00
SPA= 83,0 EPA= 1_7,_ CPA= 63,7
RAS:-I_9,6 DECS= 2.1
Y Z
1.7kSODO7E+07 2.23517;2E-08
_. 9_.93755E÷01 2.8;21709E-1_
5.4799786E+01 -2.2',22333E÷ O0
5, 3060309E÷00 -2.2_22333E_00
RAS=-158.9 OECS= -*0 RAE= 329,4
Y Z
-1,_109_89E+07 2°Z351?_2E-08
5.555 3767E+01 2. 8421709E-1_
6. 1509150E+G1 -2.2_22333E+OG
5°9553 e2ZE÷_O -Z,Z_Z2333E÷OG
RAS= 163.1 DECS= -,0 RAE= Z91.5
TOTAL
_., 85 83813E÷07
5,6316099E+01
6°2393=.82E+01
6._01207E+OG
OECE= 7o_
TOTAL
_, 8583813E+07
_.6316099E+01
6,2393582E+01
6._01207E÷00
DECE= 7ok,
TABLE V-3 TRAJECTORY PRINTOUT, 7-3-88 LAUNCH
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D. Flight Characteristics
Time-histories of four geometry parameters are presented in Figure V-4. The
Earth-Venus leg of this trajectory is very similar to the Earth-Venus leg of the
1980 trajectory. Onceagain, the pre-Venus Earth-spacecraft range is over two
hundred million kilometers. The Sun-Earth spacecraft angle goes through zero
late in the pre-Mercury tracking arc.
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E. Navigation Requirements
The navigation analysis for this trajectory included seven maneuversdue to
three extra solar revolutions. Total _&Vrequirements for seven statistical
maneuvers and a 75 m/s planned maneuver are 281.9 m/s as shown in Table V-4.
Pre-Venus tracking geometry for this trajectory (Figure V-5) is almost identical
with that of the 1980 trajectory except that approach velocity is slightly higher.
Mercury encounter dispersions are dominated by the 60 km ephemeris error (Figure
VI-7) even though the final maneuver is executed at M-8 to avoid solar inter-
ference. A statistical description of the A V requirements resulting from this
analysis follows.
TABLE V-4
1988 MANEUVER SCHEDULE AND STATISTICAL DESCRIPTION
MANEUVER TIME MEAN _V SIGMA _V MEAN PLUS
THREE SIGMA
(days) (m/s ) (m/s ) (m/s )
E+I0 7.45 5.05 22.6
E+260 .06 .04 .2
V-3 1.23 .84 3.8
V+2 71.70 51.43 226.0"
M-290 1.16 .67 3.2
M-100 .43 .28 1.3
M-8 2.40 1.82 7.8
TOTAL 264.9*
* Statistical combination of 226 mps midcourse correction
maneuver and 75 mps planned velocity maneuver at Venus
results in 243 mps at V+2 and 281.9 mps equivalent total.
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Figure V-5. Critical Tracking Ceometries, 1988 Opportunity
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VI. NAVIGATION ANALYSIS
A. Introduction
A single navigation analysis has been accomplished for each of the four
opportunities. (Subsection VI-B.) A parametric analysis of the critical Venus
swingby conditions has been included for the 1980 and 1985 opportunities.
(Subsection VI-C.) One Earth launch date (ELD), Mercury encounter date (MED)
combination was selected to define a trajectory for each opportunity. Each
trajectory requires four key correction maneuvers. A maneuver is required ten
days after launch (E+IO) to remove injection errors. The expected magnitude of
this maneuver is the second largest for each trajectory (Mean_ V_7m/s,
sigma A V"J5m/s). A very small but cri[ical maneuver is required three days
before Venus (V-3). The trajectory dispersions remaining after this maneuver
are amplified into very large post-Venus trajectory dispersions which require
a large correction maneuver two days after Venus (V+2). The fourth key
corrective maneuver is required before Mercury encounter. This small maneuver
nominally executed at M-3 allows an efficient orbit insertion from as accurate
an approach trajectory as possible. The 1985, 1980, and 1988 trajectories
include one, two, and three extra maneuvers respectively corresponding to the
number of extra solar revolutions.
Because the Earth-Venus legs of the 1977 and 1985 trajectories are very
similar, their navigation problems are similar (Figure VI-I). The Earth-Venus
legs of the 1980 and 1988 trajectories are also similar (one extra revolution
each) and their navigation problems are similar (Figure VI-l). Consequently,
the majority of this discussion and the parametric analysis of the Venus swing-
by phase will be limited to the 1980 and 1985 trajectories. Unless data is
specifically called out for 1977 or 1988, the 1980 data applies qualitatively
to the 1988 trajectory and the 1985 data applies to the 1977 trajectory.
The trajectory dispersions and resulting _&V requirements for the Mercury
Orbiter Missions are unusually large for inner planet missions. However, the
increased dispersions in no way impair mission feasibility, they merely
decrease useful performanGe a few percent.
An unusual combination of unfavorable geometric phenomena causes an
abnormally large post-Venus maneuver for all of these trajectories. All four
trajectories include high Venus approach velocities (I_13 km/s) and large
Earth-S/C ranges during the pre-Venus tracking arc (_ 200 million km). High
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1977
1985
Venus approach velocities increase expected post-Venus trajectory dispersions
in two different manners. The direct effect is that the partials of post-Venus
dispersions to pre-Venus dispersions are larger for these trajectories than
they would be with smaller approach velocities. The second effect is that the
high approach velocities prohibit normal pre-Venus Orbit Determination (O.D.)
accuracy as discussed in detail later in this section. Two of the trajectories,
'77 and '85, involve a near zero equatorial declination during the pre-Venus
tracking arc. Long-range tracking of a S/C in the Earth equatorial plane does
not allow quality orbit determination. The other two, '80 and '88 are in the
plane-of-the-sky during the pre-Venus tracking arc. The velocity of the S/C
with respect to Earth is 63 km/s; however, the radial component is only 3 km/s.
For these missions, long range and high approach velocity combined with poor
velocity observability prohibit normal pre-Venus orbit determination accuracies.
Although QVLBI or optical navigation might alleviate some of these problems,
they were not included as assumptions for this analysis as discussed later.
A qualitative understanding of the navigation problem for these trajec-
tories requires studying Figure VI-2. Time histories of O.D. uncertainties
for inner planet approach phases typically follow the descending stair step
pattern illustrated in Figure VI-2. A 30-day tracking arc beginning 34 days
before encounter is a fairly standard planet approach strategy. This allows
30 days for tracking and one day for maneuver commands and execution which
generally must occur 3 days before closest approach. If the pre-encounter
maneuver is implemented later, that maneuver becomes larger and its expected
execution errors become large. From an operational reliability point of view,
it is considered that three days before encounter is the latest time a
corrective maneuver should be planned. An effectively infinite uncertainty is
assumed at the beginning of the tracking arc. Several days of doppler measure-
ments decrease the expected knowledge error to some value representative of
the ability to determine the heliocentric trajectory for a specified set of
assumptions and the existing geometry. The knowledge error levels off at this
plateau indicating all the useful information available has been assimilated
and no improvement is expected until the geometry of the trajectory changes.
Similar analyses for the MVM trajectory (VHv_'_8 km/s) and a 1978 Type II
Pioneer Venus trajectory (VHV_-_3 km/s) indicate a heliocentric plateau of 20
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to 30 km Z uncertainty. The heliocentric plateau for the 1985 trajectory is
in the 100-150 km area for Z uncertainty. This occurs because the S/C trajec-
tory is in the earth equatorial plane and the S/C-Earth range is larger. The
heliocentric plateau for the 1980 trajectory is in the 60-90 km area for Z
uncertainty. This occurs because the S/C trajectory remains in the plane-of-
the-sky. Normally, as the S/C approaches Venus, new information becomesavail-
able for the orbit determination process.
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FIGURE VI-2 TYPICAL PRE-ENCOUNTER ORBIT DETERMINATION
When the S/C is approximately 2 times RSO I (radius of the sphere of
influence) from Venus, the trajectory begins bending toward the planet and
some information of the planet relative hyperbola is contained in the doppler
measurements. At this time, O.D. uncertainties decrease from the heliocentric
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plateau toward the planetocentric plateau. This second and lower plateau is a
function of O.D. assumptions and specific geometry. For someVenus approach
trajectories, such as the Pioneer Venus 1978 Type II, the planetocentric
plateau, neglecting ephemeris contributions, is as low as 5 km. The importance
of VHVbecomesquite clear if one realizes that the S/C-Venus range at V-4 is
I
proportional to VHV. With a VHV of 3 km/s, the orbit determination process may
reach the second plateau before V-4. With a VHV of 8 km/s, the O.D. process
may be between the two plateaus at V-4. With VHV of 13 km/s, the O.D. process
is still basically on the first plateau at V-4. Therefore, when the last useful
pre-maneuver data is available, O.D. uncertainties for reasonable assumptions
indicate an expected i00 to 142 km error in the Z position of the S/C for the
1985 trajectory. The same assumptions for the 1980 trajectory indicate an
expected error of 58-80 kilometers.
B. Assumptions and Results
TABLE VI-I SAMPLE TRAJECTORIES
YEAR LAUNCH DATE VENUS DATE MERCURY DATE
1977 6-19-77 11-16-77 3-11-78
1985 6-15-85 11-11-85 8-15-86
1980 6-24-80 7-29-81 4-14-82
1988 6-26-88 7-30-89 9-17-90
The reference trajectories used to analyze the navigation problems for
each opportunity are listed above. The maneuver times are listed below.
TABLE VI-2 MANEUVER SCHEDULE
TRAJECTORY
EVENT 1977 1985 1980 1988
Maneuver E+I0 E+I0 E+I0 E+I0
Maneuver E+260 E+260
Maneuver V-3 V-3 V-3 V-3
Venus Encounter E+I50.2=V E+I49.=V E+400.3=V E+400.=V
Maneuver V+2 V+2 V+2 V+2
Maneuver M-250
Maneuver M-100 M-100 M-IO0
Maneuver M-30 M-3 M-3 M-8
Mercury Encounter V+II4.8=M V+277.=M V+258.7=M V+314.=M
E = Earth V = Venus M = Mercury
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It maybe seen in the table that the last midcourse maneuver for the 1977
and 1988 trajectories is scheduled before M-3. In both cases, the Sun-Earth-S/C
angle (Figures 11-5 and V-4) is near zero at M-4. The tracking arcs and the
last maneuver were backed up to times when the sun would not interfere with the
doppler signal.
The equivalent station location errors (ESLE) assumed here do not reflect
the possibility of using QVLBI or an optical navigation system in the tracking
process. The error assumptions listed in Table Vl-3 are one-sigma values and
represent slightly pessimistic estimates of DSN improvements by the 80's with
charged particle calibration. The primary data type assumed is S-band doppler
with i mm/s per i minute count time noise level. The charged particle cali-
bration may be accomplished in either of two manners: Dual frequency calibration
or DRVlD (differenced ranging vs integrated doppler). Dual frequency cali-
bration requires an X-band transmitter while DRVID requires ranging transponder.
TABLE Vl-3
STATION LOCATION ERROR ASSUMPTIONS
SIGMA R S = .73 m
SIGMA _ = 2.04 m
SIGMA Zh = I0 m
CORRELATION _ _. = .9
i 3
Ephemeris uncertainty assumptions are 20 km spherical for Venus and 60 km
spherical for Mercury. Injection error assumptions are 3 km spherical in
position and _m/s spherical in velocity.
With two exceptions, it is assumed that tracking begins 31 days before
maneuvers. The assumed knowledge uncertainty is i000 km and .5 m/s spherical
at the beginning of every standard tracking arc. The tracking arhs preceeding
the E+IO and V+2 maneuvers are the two exceptions. The first tracking arc
begins at E+I and ends at E+9. The initial knowledge error assumed for the
injection point is equal to the assumed control error of 3 km and _ m/s at
E+O. Because this is mapped through the outgoing leg of a hyperbola between
E+O and E+I, it is reasonably large before the measurements begin. The tracking
preceeding the V+2 maneuver begins at closest approach and ends at V+I. This
one-day tracking arc is sufficient to plan the V+2 maneuver because it is
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sufficient to achieve a nominal estimate of the outgoing leg of the Venus
relative hyperbola. Tracking before Venus (from V-2 to V) is not particularly
useful because pre-Venus uncertainties are amplified by as muchas two orders
of magnitude by V+2. At no time are range measurementsmodeled in this analysis.
A Kalman-Schmidt recursive filter was used for the O.D. algorithm. Trajectories
were propagated using a Nystrom numerical integration of the equations of motion
in an Encke formulation. State transition matrices were obtained by simultane-
ously integrating the variational equations of motions. Maneuverexecution
errors were assumedto be 1/3 of 1%and 1/3 of i °. A statistical description
of all the maneuversusing the Hoffman-Youngapproximation appears in Table
VI-4.
A recently developed analytical technique, byLee-Boainof Martin Marietta
allows exact definitions of_V requirements versus cumulative probability level.
Meanplus three sigma _V for the large V+2 1977 maneuver is 186.4 m/s from the
Hoffman-Youngapproximation. The Lee-Boain technique for the samecovariance
indicates a .99 probability that 170 m/s is sufficient for that maneuverand a
.999 probability that 212 m/s is sufficient. For the V+2 maneuveron the 1985
trajectory meanplus three sigma_ V is 211.1 while the .99 cumulative probabil-
ity is 193 m/s and .999 is 243 m/s. Thus,the Hoffman-Youngmethod provides an
acceptable approximation.
Sections III and V of this report discuss a planned maneuver (_ Vv)
occuring simultaneously with the large V÷2 correction maneuver for the '80 and
'88 trajectories. In order to evaluate the vector bargain achieved by imple-
menting the maneuverssimulataneously, a Monte Carlo analysis was accomplished.
For the 1980trajectory, 2000 samples of the _V covariance (V+2) indicate a
.9965 probability that the corrective maneuverwould be 207 m/s (mean+ 3 sigma
from Table Vl-4) or less. Vectorally adding the i00 m/s planned _V v to each
of the 2000 sample _V's indicated a .9965 probability of the combined maneuver
being 233 m/s or less. This implies that the i00 m/s _V would cost only 26
V
m/s of extra requirements for the combined maneuvers. Histograms of the 2000
samples for 1980 with and without the i00 m/s _V v appear in Figures VI-3 and
Vl-4.
For the 1988 trajectory, 2000 samples of the _V covariance (V+2) indicated
a .9965 probability of the corrective maneuver being 226 m/s (mean + 3 sigma
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YEAR
1977
TABLEVl-4 STATISTICALDESCRIPTIONOF MANEUVERS
(Hof fma n-Young Appr oxima t ion)
(m/s)
MEAN PLUS
MANEUVER TIME MEAN SIGMA THREE SIGMA
E+I0 6.90 4.57 20.6
V-3 3.94 2.76 12.2
V+2 62.15 41.40 186.4
M-30 2.26 1.68 7.3
1985
1980
1988
E+I0 6.95 4.61
V-3 1.23 .71
V+2 69.04 47.34
M-100 1.20 .78
M-3 1.00 .75
E+I0
E+260
V-3
V+2
M-100
M-3
7.53 5.12
.06 .04
1.08 .72
66.04 41.84
.98 .58
1.32 .99
E+I0 7.45 5.05
E+260 .06 .04
V-3 1.23 .84
V+2 71.70 51.43
M-290 1.16 .67
M-100 .43 .28
M-8 2.40 1.82
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from Table VI-4) or less. (The .9965 accumulative probability from the Monte
Carlo analysis equalled the mean plus three-sigma from the Hoffman-Young
approximat_.ons for both '80 and '88. This was not forced but is not surprising
since the two covariances have similar eigenvalue ratios resulting from similar
trajectories and assumptions).
Vectorally adding the 75 m/s _V v for the 1988 trajectory to the 2000
samples indicated a probability of .9965 that the combined maneuver would be
243 m/s or less. The 75 m/s planned maneuver required only 17 m/s for the same
accumulative probability level. The two histograms for this AV covariance
appear in Figures VI-5 and VI-6.
C. Parametric Analysis
The large post-Venus maneuver is very sensitive to pre-?enus orbit determin-
ation capability for all of these trajectories. The ephemeris error assumptions
appear to have less impact than station location error assumptions. Three sets
of equivalent station location error assumptions appear in Table VI-5. A para-
metric analysis of the pre-Venus tracking arc (V-34 to V-4) and the resulting
post-Venus maneuver (V+2) was accomplished for the '80 and '85 trajectories.
SIGMA R S
SIGMA
S IGMA Zh
CORRELATION _i Aj
TABLE VI-5
EQUIVALENT STATION LOCATION ERRORS
A B C
.43 .73 4.05
1.16 2.04 3.7
i0. i0. I0.
.9 .9 .9
Set A is intended to represent optimistic DSN improvements for the '80
time frame with charged particle calibration but without QVLBI. Set B is
intended to represent pessimistic DSN improvements for the same conditions.
Set B assumptions are used in the maneuver analysis in Section VI.B. Set C
represents no charged particle calibration and is included to show that charged
particle calibration is required for all of these trajectories.
Ephemeris errors are assumed to be 20 km spherical or are ignored.
Execution errors are included throughout but their effect is negligible. The
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results are listed in Table Vl-6. The cases at the bottom of each table
represent the most practical assumptions, namely, reasonable levels of both
ephemeris errors and equivalent station location errors (ESLE).
The qualitative discussions in Section VI.A explained why the pre-Venus
expected knowledge error is high in Z and Z for both missions. For the '85
trajectory, the S/C declination with respect to Earth ranges from +5 ° to -i0 °,
passing through zero, during the 30-day tracking arc. At zero declination,
t_e primary data type, doppler, loses all sensitivity to equatorial Z-height.
The large post-Venus maneuver for '85 and '77 might be reduced by optical
navigation or QVLBI. At least the large variation in Venus closest approach
(sigma hp = 46 km) does not imply impact because the nominal altitude is about
1500 km.
For the '80 trajectory, declination is no problem (25 ° to 10°), but the
S/C velocity vector is in and remains in the plane-of-the-sky. Since doppler
only measures the velocity component along the line of sight, that component of
velocity in the plane-of-the-sky is non-observable. The velocity angle to the
plane-of-the-sky varies from +4 ° to -1 ° over the tracking arc. Under these
conditions, there is little information about the inclination of S/C velocity
to the Earth's equator. Hence, large Z and Z uncertainties appear in the
knowledge covariances. Combining the large post-Venus statistical maneuver
with a large post-Venus planned maneuver (which allows a reduction in the
insertion maneuver at Mercury) offers a vector bargain in _V requirements and
reduces the incentive to improve pre-Venus orbit determination capabilities for
the '80 and '88 trajectories. Performance for the '80 and '88 opportunities
is inversely proportional to the minimum swingby altitude allowed. The radius
of Venus is 6050 km with a 200 km atmosphere. NASA document SP-8011 lists a
pressure of 2.58 x lO -ll atmospheres at an altitude of 200 km. Before this
analysis, it was assumed that a nominal swingby altitude of 250 km was adequate.
The data in Table VI-6 indicates a three-sigma uncertainty in periapsis altitude
of 87 kilometers. Hence, the allowable swingby altitude is treated parametric-
ally in Sections IIl and V.
It may be seen from the table that the 20 km ephemeris error does not
impact _V requirements significantly. Assumed ephemeris uncertainties do
effect allowable Venus swingby altitudes and therefore performance for the 80
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TABLE VI-6 PARAMETRIC ANALYSES OF VENUS SWINGBY CONDITIONS
ERROR SOURCES i SIGMA KNOWLEDGE
ESLE VENUS
EPHEM
RSS at V-4
POS. (km) VEL(m/s)
3 SIGMA h
P
AT VENUS
(km)
MEAN +3
S IGMA _ V
AT V+2
(m/s)
0 0 64
A 0 i00
B 0 142
C 0 250
0 20 64
A 20 i00
B 20 142
031 29
050 77
068 125
118 200
031 64
050 97
068 138
1985 Control and Knowledge
Uncertainties
i01
150
210
373
105
152
210
ERROR SOURCES 1 SIGMA KNOWLEDGE
ESLE VENUS
EPHEM
3 SIGMA hp
MEAN +3
SIGMA _V
RSS at V-4 AT VENUS AT V+2
POS.(km) VEL(m/s) (km) (m/s)
0 0 24 .016 24 66
A 0 58 .023 52 149
B 0 80 .030 66 201
C 0 210 .067 128 484
0 20 24 .016 63 84
A 20 58 .023 76 158
B 20 80 .030 87 208
1980 Control and Knowledge Uncertainties
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and 88 missions.
D. Conc lus ions
The sums of the mean plus three-sigma _Vs of all the corrective maneuvers
are 226.5, 265.9, 242.3, and 281.9 m/s for the four missions sequentially by
launch year. The numbers for '80 and '88 include the I00 m/s and 75 m/s Z_Vvs
vectorally added to the V+2 maneuver as discussed. Adding mean plus three-
sigma _& V for all maneuvers is generally considered a conservative method for
estimating fuel requirements.
The Mercury approach uncertainties for all four missions are depicted in
Figure VI-7. The dispersions for the '85 and '88 encounters are dominated by
the 60 km ephemeris error. The larger T-axis uncertainty for the '77 trajectory
results from the longer mapping time from the last maneuver to encounLer. The
larger R-axis uncertainty for the '80 trajectory results from a pre-encounter
zero declination problem (see Figure 111-4). This analysis does not include
solar pressure uncertainty effects or unmodeled acceleration effects which do
not contribute significantly to the dispersions (assuming a Kalman-Schmid_
Filter).
The parametric analysis discussed in the previous section clearly indi-
cates that charged particle calibration would be a requirement for navigating
these Mercury orbiter missions. Implementation of the calibration can be
accomplished by using either of two standard techniques: DRVID (Differenced
Range Versus Integrated Doppler) or Dual-Frequency (S- and X_band) doppler
tracking.
The navigational characteristics of the missions could be improved further
with the addition of either optical or QVLBI (Quasi Very Long Baseline Inter-
ferometry) data. A quantitative appraisal of the increased accuracies and
reduced midcourse fuel requirements resulting from either of these two data
types has not been made, but a qualitative assessment of their impact is
possible. Based upon analyses of optical data from Mariner '71 and the planned
navigation system for the Viking '75 mission, it appears that optical navigation
would not significantly reduce either the Venus approach orbit determinaticl
uncertainties or the mid-course maneuver requirements for the large post-Venus
maneuver. The best optical data type involves imaging the natural satellites
of a target body against a star background. The trajectory is then est_t,at_,d
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based upon this optical information. Since Venus has no natural satellites,
optical navigation near Venus would be restricted to using photographs of the
planet limb against a star background. For Viking-type approach trajectories
to Mars, which have an approach velocity magnitude of about 3 km/s, planet limb/
star angle measurements permit determination of the trajectory to about 50 km
(i Q ) four days from encounter. Twelve days away from encounter on a Viking
mission, planet limb imaging results in trajectory uncertainties of roughly 125
km (10).
As has been pointed out earlier, the Mercury orbiter missions approach
Venus at a very high velocity of 13 km/s. Thus the distance from Venus encounter
at the time of the pre-Venus maneuver is roughly the same as the Viking distance
from Mars at E-12 days. Even if it is assumed that the larger radius of Venus
permits a somewhat reduced optical orbit determination uncertainty of I00 km
(i Q ), the post-Venus midcourse maneuver would still require 150 m/s resulting
in only 60 m/s savings due to the optical navigation system.
Past analyses have shown that QVLBI data can be very efficient in reducing
orbit determination uncertainties caused by either unmodeled accelerations or
the zero declination problem. QVLBI data involves simultaneous tracking of the
spacecraft from two separate Earth stations. Differencing the simultaneous
range or doppler data can provide an excellent estimate of the trajectory when
the geocentric equatorial declination is low. For both the 1977 and 1985 trajec-
tories, whose approach orbit determination uncertainties are large due to the
low geocentric equatorial declination during Venus approach, it is safe to assume
that the midcourse maneuver requirements could be reduced by implementing QVLBI.
The magnitude of the reduction would depend on the ground and spacecraft system
designs that implement the QVLBI date type. QVLBI has not yet, however, been
used as an operational data type for an interplanetary mission and several
possibly significant ground and spacecraft system design requirements must be
met before the orbit determination accuracies are significantly improved over
conventional methods.
For the 1980 and 1988 Mercury orbiter trajectories, the size of the post-
Venus midcourse maneuver is even more sensitive to the Venus approach orbit
determination errors. An approach orbit determination uncertainty of 80 km
(I Q ) at V-4 requires a midcourse fuel allocation of 210 m/s for the post-
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Venus correction. No published analyses are available that show whether or not
QVLBI can significantly reduce orbit determination e_rors resulting from the
plane-of-the-sky geometry. However, it is clear that the QVLBI data would have
to be very strong and result in an orbit determination error of about 30 km
(i a ) four days before Venus encounter to reduce the post-Venus midcourse
allocation by as much as 50%.
90
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VII. ALTERNATE FLIGHT TECHNIQUES
The four mission opportunities described in the preceding sections were
based on simple ballistic transfer between planets and a single gravity-assist
swingby of Venus. Velocity maneuvers were limited to small values in the
vicinity of Venus to provide continuity of launch period (for the 1988 oppor-
tunity) and to improve performance within Venus altitude constraints (1980 and
1988 opportunties). This flight technique is adequate to support an orderly
program of Mercury exploration through the 1980's.
Additional investigations were conducted to explore the performance
improvement potential of alternate flight techniques. In particular, the
following approaches were assessed.
i. Midcourse velocity maneuvers to compensate for imperfect planet
alignments.
2. Multiple Venus swingby to increase utilization of gravity-assist
benefits.
Results of these analyses are presented in this section. Performance
parameters have not been fully optimized and should, therefore, be construed as
indicative of potential.
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A. Midcourse Maneuvers
Alignments of Earth, Venus, and Mercury are near ideal for the 1980 and
1988 mission opportunities. The resulting high performance is due to high
utilization of Venus gravity-assist effects and is reflected in the low Venus
swingby altitudes involved. In contrast, the 1977 and 1985 mission opportunites
are characterized by higher Venus swingby altitudes and corresponding lower
performance. This can be attributed to relatively poor planetary alignments
which limit the benefits of Venus gravity-assist for simple ballistic transfer
between planets.
The nature of the planet misalignment problem is illustrated in Figure VII-I
for the 1985 opportunity which is most adversely affected. As shown, low values
of Mercury approach velocity are possible if the Venus departure date can be
properly timed. However, ballistic Earth-Venus transfers produce incompatible
Venus arrival dates.
For unpowered Venus swingby, the relative velocity at Venus arrival and
Venus departure must be equal in magnitude. As shown by the figure, this
condition limits Venus date to no later than 12 November and corresponds to a
minimum velocity at Mercury arrival of about 8 km/sec. The results presented
in Section IV for the 1985 opportunity reflect this situation.
A technique which could be employed to permit delayed Venus encounter (and
consequent reduced relative velocity at Mercury) would involve a velocity maneuver
in the vicinity of Venus to change magnitude of the Venus hyperbolic velocity at
arrival and/or departure. As shown by Figure VII-l, such powered swingby
maneuvers produce decreases in Mercury arrival velocity approximately double
the magnitude of the velocity increments provided at Venus. Exploitation of
this option could significantly improve net performance for the 1985 mission
opportunity but would require a major propulsion phase which could seriously
complicate spacecraft design.
An alternative method of circumventing the ballistic mismatch of Venus
conditions involves application of midcourse velocity maneuvers during the
Earth-Venus and/or the Venus-Mercury transfer orbits. The purpose would be to
displace the Earth-Venus lower envelope on Figure VlI-I down and/or to the
right or to produce the reverse effects on the Venus-Mercury transfer character-
istics.
The midcourse maneuver technique is presented schematically in Figure VII-2.
As shown, a typical ballistic Earth-Venus transfer orbit can be modified with a
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retarding velocity maneuver to produce delayed Venus arrival. The resulting
Venus encounter is more nearly tangential to the Venus orbit with a corresponding
reduction in relative velocity. Both of these effects are beneficial in the
context of the Venus swingby requirements indicated by Figure VII-I.
The counterpart maneuver for non-ballistic Venus-Mercury transfer is also
depicted on Figure VII-2. In this case, early departure from Venus with low
departure velocity can be accomplished while maintaining low approach velocity
at Mercury.
To assess the quantitative requirements and net benefits of the midcourse
maneuver technique, the Earth-Venus transfer orbit was selected for analysis.
Preliminary results are presented in Figure VII-3 to illustrate the effect on
Venus arrival conditions. As shown, midcourse maneuvers applied near perihelion
of Earth-Venus transfer orbits are quite effective in reducing Mercury arrival
velocity. The advantage factor of about 4 is considerably greater than
corresponding maneuvers executed near Venus.
To follow up the indicated potential of midcourse maneuvers, three-planet
trajectories were generated to confirm the performance effects and check such
parameters as Venus swingby altitude not treated in the foregoing analysis.
Results for three specific Venus encounter dates are presented in Figure VII-4.
Equivalent ballistic conditions are shown to facilitate _nterpretation of the
partially optimized performance advantages of modest midcourse velocity maneuvers.
Direct application of the midcourse maneuver technique to the 1977 mission
opportunity is also presented on Figure VII-4. While significant improvement
is indicated, the net effects are less pronounced. This is apparently due to
relatively high ballistic performance corresponding to better planet alignments
and consequent reduced room for improvement with the non-ballistic flight
technique.
Figure VII-5 summarizes the performance improvement potential of mid-
course maneuvers in the context of the baseline ballistic mission opportunities.
As noted, midcourse maneuvers were implemented with a low performance auxili_Iry
propulsion system compatible with navigation requirements.
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The primary beneficiary of the midcourse maneuver technique is the 1985
mission opportunity. Even though a larger capability launch vehicle such as
Shuttle/Centaur maybe available in this time period, the poor performance of
the pure ballistic mode may be inadequate to support a useful orbiter mission.
For this reason, and since the mid-1980 period will continue to be of interest,
follow-up of the midcourse maneuver potential should be pursued for the 1985
opportunity. Feasibility of the mission will probably depend on spacecraft
design requirements imposed by integration of an appropriate propulsion system.
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B. Multiple Venus Swingby
The performance benefits of utilizing Venus gravity-assist for ballistic
Mercury missions begin with reduction of launch energy requirements. Earth
launched trajectories which would pass outside the Mercury orbit can be deflected
to result in Mercury encounter by employing the Venus gravity field to decelerate
heliocentric velocity. This effect is applicable to all Mercury missions
including the flyby mode.
A second effect of equal importance to orbiter missions is the associated
reduction in Mercury approach velocity produced by Venus swingby. The combined
performance improvements of Venus gravity-assist are basic to the Mercury
orbiter opportunities presented in this document.
The two baseline mission opportunities with highest performance (1980 and
1988 launch) are limited by Venus swingby altitude. This implies that more
gravity-turn could further improve performance. Due to the constraints on
Venus altitude, the only means of achieving greater effect from Venus is to com-
bine the contributions of multiple successive swingby's. _
Initial investigations of the potential of multiple Venus swingby were
predicated on the data presented in Figure VII-6. For the Simplified case of
circular, co-planar Earth and Venus orbits, maximum capabilities of a single
Venus swingby to reduce launch requirements for attaining low perihelia are
shown. Comparison with direct ballistic requirements for reaching the region
of Mercury perihelion demonstrates the significance of Venus gravity-assist for
Mercury orbiter missions.
The maximum effect on perihelion radius which can be produced by a planet
in the Venus orbit is to deflect the hyperbolic approach velocity in the direc-
tion to directly subtract from the Venus orbit heliocentric velocity. This
condition is shown on Figure VII-6 for the perihelion range of interest and
corresponds to two successive swingbys of Venus. The indicated launch perform-
ance improvement potential and the related effects on Mercury approach velocity
motivated investigation of the multiple Venus swingby flight technique.
Attempts to incorporate multiple Venus swingby in the Venus-altitude-
limited 1980 and 1988 baseline mission opportunities were unsuccessful. Analysis
showed that the planet alignments producing high performance for these opportun-
ities were uniquely suited to utilization of a single Venus swingby and
completely out of phase'with geometry options permitting successive Venus
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encounters within a reasonable time interval. Accordingly, a search was initiated
for new mission opportunities consistant with multiple Venus swingby requirements
and potential.
Figure VII-7 illustrates the basic options by which successive Venus
encounters can be produced. For example, if the first Venus swingby is employed
to achieve a spacecraft orbit period of precisely one Venus year (or an integral
fraction thereof), the second encounter is assured. In these cases, the plane
of the intermediate spacecraft orbit is not uniquely determined and can be
tailored to accommodate other considerations.
Alternatively, the first Venus swingby can be used to produce a spacecraft
period permitting second encounter at the other radius intersection with the
Venus orbit. For this case, it is necessary that the spacecraft complete at
least one solar revolution between Venus encounters. Also, the plane of the
intermediate spacecraft orbit must precisely match the Venus orbit plane.
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Geometries corresponding to Type I and Type II transfers from Earth to the
first Venus swingby are depicted on Figure VII-7. Both types of initial transfer
are compatible with second Venus encounters after integral or non-integral solar
revolutions of the spacecraft. However, a significant difference can be seen
in the relation of non-integral encounters. For Type I initial trajectories,
the second Venus orbit intersection is rotated counterclockwise while the
opposite rotation is associated with Type II transfer. A primary result is
that different spacecraft orbit periods are required for the two encounter
sequences with corresponding differences in the conditions which must be pro-
duced by the first Venus swingby.
A large number of three-planet geometries satisfying the conditions for
successive Venus encounters can be derived. In addition to the options of
integral and non-integral spacecraft revo]utions between Venus swingby's, the
simple introduction of extra revolutions during the initial Earth-Venus transfer
and/or the final Venus-Mercury transfer (as employed for some of the baseline
single Venus swingby mission opportunities) remains applicable.
A searchf_multipleVenus swingby mission opportunities corresponding to
the manifold idealized three-planet geometry options was undertaken. For
practical reasons, this investigation was limited to total mission flight
times no greater than 36 months. To permit valid assessment of the flight
technique, launch opportunities through the remainder of the century were con-
sidered.
Alignment of four bodies in unique relative geometries is a rare occurence.
However, due to the many applicable geometry options, several opportunities to
utilize multiple Venus swingby for Mercury orbiter missions have been identified.
Two of the most promising and timely opportunities were selected for further
investigation.
Figure VII-8 presents the heliocentric geometry of a typical multiple Venus
swingby mission employing an intermediate spacecraft orbit period precisely
equal to the period of Venus. This opportunity involves several solar revolu-
tions for phasing with a resultant total flight time of about 31 months. The
1983 launch timing compensates for this disadvantage by providing an alternative
for the low-performance 1985 baseline mission opportunity.
As shown by the figure, the first Venus swingby produces a modest change in
the spacecraft orbit to set up conditions for a second encounter 2 Venus years
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later following two complete solar revolutions of the spacecraft. At the final
Venus swingby, Mercury encounter conditions are established
All of the Venus gravity-assist performance benefits are within the capa-
bilities of two Venus swingbys. However, due to the 1983 mission phasing
requirements, the opportunity is necessarily a triple swingby operation. An
additional Venus encounter one Venus year after the first swingby and one Venus
year prior to the final swingby is unavoidable. Fortunately, due to the orbit
inclination flexibility associated with successive encounters separated by
integral solar revolutions, the middle Venus swingby can be finessed. The
first swingby can avoid changing the spacecraft orbit plane and thereby leave a
function to be performed by the second Venus encounter. With the final required
spacecraft orbit plane established by the second swingby, the third gravity-
assist can be devoted to in-plane effects with consequent relief of Venus swing-
by altitude.
Performance parameters for the 1983 multiple Venus swingby mission oppor-
tunity have not been completely optimized. However, performance potential is
illustrated in Figure VII-9 for a single near-optimum Mercury arrival date. As
shown, the effects on Mercury arrival velocity are comparable to the best single
Venus swingby cases. The significant performance improvement involves corres-
ponding launch energy requirements which are substantially lower than the best
single Venus swingby values.
The other multiple Venus swingby mission opportunity evaluated is defined
in Figure VII-10. Although involving the more complex non-integral revolution
phasing option, the net result is a simpler, shorter flight profile.
The mission is initiated with Type I transfer to Venus without extra solar
revolutions for phasing. The first Venus swingby sets up conditions for a second
encounter at the other Venus orbit intersection after about 2 5/6 solar revolu-
tions of the spacecraft and 1 5/6 revolutions of Venus. For this miss Lon, the
first swingby must simultaneously reduce perihelion to near Mercury encounter
conditions and deflect the spacecraft orbit into the Venus orbit plane. The
second swingby produces Mercury encounter conditions with final approach d_'layed
by one extra spacecraft revolution for phasing.
Although launch timing for this mission opportunity nearly dupl[c_ites the
high performance 1988 baseline case, quantitative evaluation was pursued to
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further assess the relative merits of the multiple Venus swingby flight technique.
Figure VII-II presents performance parameters for a set of Mercury arrival
dates demonstrating mission potential and requirements. As shown, conditions
at Earth launch and at Mercury arrival are both superior to the best single
Venus swingby opportunities. However, due to the requirements imposed on the
first Venus swingby, a velocity maneuver in the vicinity of Venus is necessary
to limit swingby altitude. Selection of an Earth launch period of best perform-
ance involves substantial interactions between the parameters presented.
Minimum verified performance potentials for the two multiple Venus swingby
opportunities evaluated are depicted on Figure VII-12 in context with the base-
line single Venus swingby missions. Both new cases exhibit superior performance
and serve to demonstrate the significant potential of the multiple Venus swingby
flight technique. Moreover, preliminary analysis of the conditions at critical
Venus swingby events has indicated that the midcourse maneuver technique may
be applicabletothe multiple Venus swingby mission opportunities and further
improve performance capabilities beyond those established.
Since both alternate flight techniques explored have shown substantial
promise, and may be even more effective in combination, additional analysis
could further improve the prospects of advanced Mercury exploration with ballistic
mode missions.
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CONDITIONS :
TITAN IIIE/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
15 DAY LAUNCH PERIOD
MIDCOURSE CORRECTIONS = 250 MPS TOTAL
(AUXILIARY PROPULSION SPECIFIC IMPULSE -- 235 SEC)
MINIMUM VENUS SWINGBY ALTITUDE = 250 KM
MERCURY ORBIT PERIAPSIS ALTITUDE = 500 KM
MERCURY ORBIT ECCENTRICITY = 0.8 MAXIMUM
MERCURY ORBIT INSERTION PROPULSION: SINGLE STAGE SOLID
SPECIFIC IMPULSE = 290 SEC
MASS FRACTION = 0.93
BASELINE SINGLE VENUS SWINGBY MISSION
OPPORTUNITIES
NEW MISSION OPPORTUNITIES UTILIZING
MULTIPLE VENUS SWINGBYS
(1988 MISSION VEI_3CITY MANEUVER AT FIRST
VENUS SWINCBY ACCOMPLISHED WITH SPECIFIC
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Figure VII-12. Improvement Potential of Multiple Venus Swingby
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APPENDIX
i. Trajectory Simulation Program
All trajectory data in this document were generated with the M_ computer
program AIMS (Advanced Interplanetary Mission Search). Planetary positions,
masses, etc. are based on JPL document TR32-1508. Lambert's Theorem is solved
by the Lancaster-Blanchard formulation in NASA document TN D-5368. Typical
patched conic assumptions are used to simulate Venus swingby conditions. The
navigation analysis (Sec. VI) required integrated trajectories which also
served as a check for the conic trajectories defined by ALMS.
Ballistic trajectories are identified by defining three dates (Earth
launch date, Venus swingby date, and Mercury encounter date) for which the
approach relative velocity at Venus equals the departure relative velocity.
Swingby altitude, required aiming conditions, and Venus relative geometry are
defined by assuming pure hyperbolic motion relative to Venus from sphere-of-
influence entry to sphere-of-influence exit. In some cases, as many as three
different Venus swingby dates (VSD) yield solutions for fixed Earth launch
date (ELD) and fixed Mercury encounter date (MED). When this occurs, the
different solutions are investigated and distinguished by a category label.
Powered swingbys are accomplished by the use of _Vv, a Venus sphere
exit velocity maneuver equal to the vectoral difference between the required
velocity leaving Venus and the achievable velocity leaving Venus. This
velocity maneuver is defined in Figure A-I. A given ELD-VSD-MED combination
defines Earth-Venus and Venus-Mercury trajectories. This defines spacecraft
velocity at arrival and departure. Subtracting the velocity of Venus defines
arrival and departure relative velocities. The gravity-assist capability of
Venus is a function of its mass, spacecraft relative approach velocity, and the
minimum allowable altitude of closest approach. The approach velocity vector is
turned toward the required departure velocity through the angle _ (the maximum
turn possible for a given set of conditions) to define Venus departure velocity
after swingby. The propulsive maneuver required to complete the velocity
match is labeled _V v. The magnitude of the velocity maneuver is exaggerated
for illustration in Figure A-I. _V v may function as a powered swingby
maneuver or radius-adjust maneuver or both. When relative velocities are un-
equal in magnitude, _V v acts as a powered swingby maneuver; when gravity turn
is insufficient, it acts as a radius-adjust maneuver. In some instances, a
maneuver just before Venus encounter or at Venus closest approach will achieve
A-2
tile same effect as _V (after Venus) for less L&V. However, a planned maneuver
before or at Venus would increase statistical _&V requirements considerably.
Executing _&V v simultaneously with the large V+2 statistical midcourse maneuver
offers a vector bargain explained in Section VI.B. When considering nominal
trajectories plus navigation effects, a sphere exit maneuver is the most
efficient method for handling necessary radius-adjust maneuvers and beneficial
powered swingby maneuvers.
___vAVv
VENUS
ARRIVAL
Figure A-I. _efiu[tlon of VelocltyManeuver at Venus
Many of these opportunities involve extra revolution trajectories.
Lambert's Theorem states: given RI, R2, 8, and _T there exists one, and only
one, posigrade conic solution for O°<g < 360°(8 # 180).
R I = Radius to initial planet
R2 = Radius to final planet
O = Posigrade angle from R I to R 2
AT= T 2 - T I where T is the time at either planet
For O < 360 ° the solution is easily found. For O > 360 ° there exists zero
or two solutions. In all cases, both sets of solutions were examined. The
Lancaster-Blanchard formulation allows easy and accurate selection of
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the preferred solution. In general, for these Mercury orbiter cases, the left-
hand solution is the only usable solution.
Selected trajectories from each baseline opportunity are tabulated in
detail in Sections II through V. The following table defines each parameter
in that tabular data. Data are divided into three or four blocks. The first
block defines geometry at launch and orbital.elements of the Earth-Venus leg.
The second block defines Venus relative swingby geometry and orbital elements
of the Venus-Mercury leg. The final block defines Mercury encounter conditions.
If there are four blocks, the third block defines the Venus sphere exit maneuver
(_Vv). All units are in km, kg, degrees, and seconds unless otherwise noted.
TABLE A-I
PRINT KEY FOR TABULAR DATA
JD
C3
FLT TIM
Calendar Date:
LAUNCH BLOCK - - -
= Julian Date at launch
= Twice the required launch energy
= Time from Earth to Venus (days)
Month, day, year, hour, minutes, seconds
(The next six parameters are defined in ecliptic and equatorial coordinates)
R Earth
V Earth
VEL S/C
VHE
RAA
DECA
SEVHE
RP
APO
A
E
= Radius from Sun to Earth at launch
= Velocity of Earth in Heliocentric coordinates
= Velocity of S/C in Heliocentric coordinates
= Earth Relative Departure Velocity
= Right Ascension of VHE
= Declination of VHE (DECA in equatorial coordinates is
commonly DLA).
= Angle between Earth-Sun line and VHE (departure asymptote).
= Perihelion of Earth-Venus (E-V) leg
= Aphelion of E-V leg
= Semi-major axis E-V leg
= Eccentricity of E-V leg
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I
NODE
W
THI
TH2
DTH
TYPE DEFINITIONS
TABLE A-I (Continued)
(The following three parameters are defined in the ecliptic).
= Inclination of E-V leg
= Right Ascension of the ascending node of E-V leg
= Argument of periapsis of E-V leg
= Initial true anomaly of E-V leg
- Final true anomaly of E-V leg
= TH2 - THI
I - 0 < DTH < 180
II - 180 < DTH < 360
llI - 360 < DTH < 540
IV - 540 < DTH < 720
V - 720 < DTH <900
Vl - 900 < DTH < 1080
If type is greater than two, a second Roman Numeral occurs.
I - indicates the left-hand solution
II - indicates the right-hand solution
from the Lancaster-Blanchard formulation of Lambert's Theorem.
JD
VHA
VHD
Calendar Date:
R Venus
V Venus
v s/c A
V S/C D
RCA
BTH
B-T
B.R
HCA
- - - SWINGBY BLOCK - - -
= Julian Date at Venus closest approach
= Venus relative approach velocity
= Venus relative departure velocity
Same as Launch Block
= Radius from Sun to Venus
= Heliocentric velocity of Venus
= Heliocentric S/C approach velocity
= Heliocentric S/C departure velocity
= Radius of closest approach to Venus
= B-plane aiming angle 0
= B-plane B-T
= B-plane B-R
= Altitude of closest approach to Venus surface (6050 km
Radius).
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TABLE A-l (Continued)
DATA PRESENTED IN ECLIPTIC COORDINATE SYSTEM (TRANSFERRED TO VENUS, PARALLEL TO
ECLIPTIC)
RAA
DECA
SPA
EPA
CPA
TYPE
RAE
DECE
RAS
DECS
AH
EH
I
NODE
W
TAU
A,E,I, NODE, W
TURN
TH!
THF
DTH
FLT TIM
PERIHELION
APHELION
= Right ascension of VHA (asymptote)
= Declination of VHA
= Sun-Venus-Asymptote (VHA) angle = 180-ZAP
= Earth-Venus-asymptote (VHA) angle = 180-ZAE
= Canopus-Venus-Asymptote (VHA) angle
= Same as Launch Block but for Venus-Mercury leg
= Right ascension of Earth from Venus
= Declination of Earth from Venus
= Right Ascension of the Sun from Venus
- Declination of the Sun from Venus
= Semi-major axis of Venus relative hyperbola
= Eccentricity of Venus relative hyperbola
= Inclination of Venus relative hyperbola
= Right ascension of ascending node of Venus relative
hyperbola
= Argument of periapsis of Venus relative hyperbola
= Angle between RCA and VHA at Venus
= Same as Launch Block but for V-M leg
= Turn Angle relative to Venus
(¢ in AV sketch)
V
= Initial true anomaly for V-M leg
= Final true anomaly for V-M leg
= THF. THI for V-M leg
= Flight time of V-M leg (days)
Of V-M leg
Of V-M leg
- - MANEUVER BLOCK ....
DV = _V
V
Includes minimum allowable and actual RCA at Venus.
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TABLE A-I (Continued)
ENCOUNTER BLOCK
JD
VHP
Calendar Date:
= Julian Date at Mercury encounter
= Mercury approach velocity
See Launch Block
Data presented in 3 coordinate systems
ECLIPTIC
EQUATORIAL
MERCURY OP
R-Mercury
V-Mercury
v sic
VHP
RAA
DECA
SPA
EPA
CPA
RAE
DECE
RAS
DECS
- Transferred to Nercury, Parallel to Ecliptic
- Rotating Relative to Mercury Prime Meridian.
- Orbit plane with X-axis toward Mercury's ascending node
(SP-35 Handbook Series used Mercury Perihelion Reference)
= Sun-Mercury vector
= Heliocentric velocity
= Heliocentric S/C velocity
= Mercury relative S/C approach velocity
= Right Ascension of
= Declination of VHP
ffi Sun-Mercury-Asymptote (VKP) angle = 180-ZAP
= Earth-Mercury-Asymptote angle = 180-ZAE
= Canopus-Mercury-Asymptote angle
ffi Right ascension of Earth from Mercury
= Declination of Earth from Hercury
= Right ascension of Sun from Mercury
= Declination of Sun from Mercury
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2. Venus Swingby Analysis
Defining a ballistic Earth-Venus-Mercury trajectory for a given Earth date
(ELD) - Mercury date (MED) combination requires selecting a Venus swingby date
(VSD) which yields equal Venus relative approach (VHA) and departure (VHD)
velocities. A secondary requirement for ballistic trajectories is that the
angle between the VHA and VHD be less than the maximum allowable turn angle
which is defined by the minimum allowable radius of closest approach. Because
many of these trajectories involve double and triple solutions for VSD, it is
necessary to understand the data in Figures A-2 through A-7 to understand the
Mercury orbiter opportunities. The '77 and '85 Venus arrival/departure char-
acteristics are well behaved and easy to understand, but they yield the first
clue that the performance can be improved with midcourse maneuvers as described
in Section VII.
i
The '80 and '88 Venus arrival/departure characteristics are complex and
understanding them was necessary for utilization of _Vv, which improved the
performance of these opportunities considerably. The following discussions are
important for anyone who desires to reproduce or thoroughly understand the data
in this document.
a. 1977 Mission Opportunity
The relatively poor performance of the '77 ballistic opportunity
(compared to the '80 and '88 opportunitie_ results from a mismatch in VSD. The
solid lines in Figure A-2 represent VHA for several fixed ELDs as a function
of VSD. The dotted line in the lower portion of the figure represents VHD
for a 3-12-78 MED as a function of Venus departure date. The dotted
line in the upper portion of the figure indicates approach velocity at Mercury
(VHM) corresponding to a trajectory leaving Venus at the dates shown across the
bottom. Thus, if a trajectory could be designed that departs Venus on 11-22-77
with a VHD of 13.6 km/s, then the approach velocity at Mercury could be mini-
mized around 6.1 km/s.
Unfortunately, there are no E-V trajectories that arrive st Venus near the
24th with VHA of 13.6 km/s. Since the angle between the VHA and VHD vectors is
well within Venus gravity assist capabilities, any intersection between the
dotted line and a solid line represents a potential ballistic trajectory.
Intersections occur around the 16th and VHM is constrained to a minimum of about
A-8
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Figure A-2. Venus Arrlval/Departure Characteristics, 1977 Opportunity
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7 km/s. In effect, there are high performance E-V legs and high performance V-M
legs but they differ in Venus date by two weeks.
A _V v can be employed to produce an effective match of VH magnitude at
later Venus dates than the natural intersections. The exchange ratio is approx-
imately 115 mps less approach velocity at Mercury for i00 mps _V v applied at
Venus. While this technique is not worthwhile for this opportunity, understand-
ing the advantages of arriving at Venus on the 24th with a low VHA led to the
midcourse maneuver analysis discussed in Section VII.
b. 1980 Mission Opportunity
Figure A-3 presents the basic Venus swingby data for the 1980 opportunity.
For illustration, a Mercury date was selected for convenient display of the
Type I options for the V-M leg. As shown, the Type I Venus-Mercury trajectories
can be matched but the Mercury approach velocities make it academic.
Three regions of the Venus swingby date represent three different phenomena
for these trajectories. Intersections occur in the July 27 (VSD) region which
produce VHM of about 7 km/s. For lack of any known standard terminology, the
left-hand intersections are called Category I. The Category I intersections
do provide VHM around 6.8 km/s for slightly different MEDs. Venus swingby
altitudes for the Category I solutions are positive but Earth launch dates are
restricted to before June 30. It may be seen in the figure that the Category I
intersections do not exist for June 30 launches, but there are a pair of Category
I intersections for slightly earlier Earth launch dates.
Low relative velocity at Mercury can be achieved by the right-hand Type II
intersections (defined as Category II) occuring for VSD of 8-2-81. Although
Category II intersections correspondto1_WVHM'S of about _2km/s, the turn angles
at Venus (not apparent from the figure) require negative altitudes of about I000
km. These intersections are not useful for ballistic trajectories.
A third region of interest for VSD is the 7-28 to 8-1 region where no
intersections occur. Velocity mismatches up to 200 m/s at Venus eliminate a
set of trajectories which would have resulted in VHM between 6.2 and 7.0 km/s
for the 4-13-82 encounter. Three regions of VSD from left to right involve:
i. Early launch dates and high VHM (Category I).
2. No ballistic solutions but reduced VHM for 200 m/s A Vv.
3. Late launch dates, low VHM but large negative altitudes (Category II).
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Figure A-4 depicts three planet data for the usable and prospective launch
period. As predicted by Figure A-3, the Category I solutions double back
restricting them to June launches. Category II intersections provide later
launches with low VHM but they imply flying below the surface of Venus without
a large radius adjust maneuver. A composite view of the best performance pos-
sibilities for this opportunity as a function of _Vv, minimum allowable Venus
swingby altitude and launch period is presented in Section III. Generating
the good data for variable Mercury encounter date and multiple solution Venus
swingby dates was not possible until the data in Figure A-3 were understood.
c. 1985 Opportunity
Just as in the similar figure for 1977, low VHM at Mercury is possible for
the 1985 opportunity if the later Venus swingby dates are attainable with low
Venus relative velocities (Figure A-5). However, no E-V legs can be designed
to arrive at Venus after 11-12-85 with the proper VHA. The resulting VHM at
Mercury for a_tainable ballistic missions is thus constrained above 8.0 km/s
(Section IV). The situation of a good E-V leg and a good V-M leg with different
swingby dates is even more pronounced for '85 than for '77, and is responsible
for the poor performance of the '85 opportunity.
For this mission, the benefits of powered _wingby are enhanced. As derived
from the figure, the initial exchange ratio is 280 m/s reduction in Mercury
approach velocity for 100 m/s _V v. Even more effective improvement of the '85
opportunity can be accomplished with midcourse maneuvers. The data in Section
VII demonstrates how a VHM of 6.1 km/s can be achieved for a 480 m/s maneuver
during the E-V leg resulting in about 100% performance increase.
d. 1988 Opportunity
This opportunity is very similar to the '80 opportunity. However, as
shown in Figure A-6, subtle differences in geometry have replaced the 1980
region of excluded Venus date with a region of excluded Earth dates. Also, the
paired set of solutions (Category I) straddles the Mercury approach velocity
minimum for early ELDs. Category II single solutions do not appear until
later ELD's by which time Category I cases cease to exist. Notice, in Figure
A-6, that with an ELD of 6-28-88, in the middle of the parametric family
displayed, the solid line does not intersect the dashed line. It is clear from
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these curves, however, that a small _V v will solve the problem and close the
gap in the launch period. All summarydata in Section V include a 75 m/s _V v
which allows a significant performance improvement even if the whole 75 m/s is
translated into extra fuel requirements. It is shown in Section VI however,
that 75 m/s _V v increases total _V requirements only 17 m/s if it is executed
simultaneously with the large post-Venus statistical midcourse maneuver.
Figure A-7 illustrates the behavior of a single Mercury arrival date with
variation in Earth launch date. Both categories of solution are shown and
both exhibit regions of satisfactory Venus swingby altitude. The peculiar
hookback of the Category I solutions is produced by trajectories corresponding
to both sides of the VHM minimum.
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